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NOTE 

This pubHcatlon contains current Information on developments In 
the area concerned as reported from foreign broadcast$, news 
agency transmissions, newspapers, and periodicals. Items afe 
processed from the first or best available source; it should no,t be 
Inferred that they have been disseminated only In the medium, 
In the language, or to the area Indicated. 

The labels "Text," 'IExcerpts," "Summary," "Abstract" ap~earlng 
III brackets "[ ]" on the first Hne of the body of an item, depote 
treatment of the Item by FBIS. Thus, [Text] Indicates the com
Illete rendering of an item as presented by the source; [Excerpts] 
Indicates the selection of textual portions; [Summary] Indicates 
an abridged paraphrase but may. include textual portions en
closed In quotation marks; IAbstract] indicates the selection of 
certain 'facts from an item. A HBrief" is an abbreviated format 
which may be employed for the concise presentation of materials 
processed by any of the methods described above. 

Headlines, bracketed words or notes, editorial reports, and reviews 
are composed by FBIS. Names rendered phonetically are en
closed in parentheses. Words or names pr,eceded by a question 
mark and enclosed in parentheses were not clearly heard but 
have been suppHed as appropriate to the context. Other un
attributed parenthetical notes within the body of an Item origi
nate with the source. Ellipses or Incomplete, sentencesorlglnat
ing with the source are Indicated by a series of periods. Times 
within items are as given by the source. 

PubHcatlon of an Item In this report does not imply Official 
support for the opinion It expresses. 
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OIAP ARTICLE, 'B1O VICTORY, GREAT TASK' 

Hanoi Domestic Service in Vietnamese 1300 GMT 17-20 Sep 67 S 

[Article by Qen Vo Nguyen Giap--TTThe Big Victory;. the Great Task"--serialized .in 
NHAN DAN ~nd QUAN DOl NHAN DAN on 14-16 September 19671 

[Text] Our people are living the most glorious years and months in the hlstory 
of our people IS thousands-year-old struggle agatnst foreign aggression and in the 
history of the decades-old revolutionary struggle under the leadership of our party. 
In the heroic south, with 170,000 square meters of land, our people are defeating 
more than a million troops of the U. S. imperiali,st ,aggressors and their lackeys 
and winning increasingly big victories. In the north, our army and people are 
defeating the U.S. imperialists! war of destruction and thwarting their basic plots 
while pursuing socialist construction and economic development, consolidating national 
defense, and fulfilling the duties of the great rear toward the great frontline. 

These glorious victories reflect the mountain-moving and river-fillIng pOHer of 
our nation and our people. This power 1s invincible] 'rhe anti-U. S. national 
salvation line of our party, which is very correct, makes our people and( our 
people is armed forces invincible. The sympathy and support of the brotherly 
socialist countries and the progressive people the world over for our people IS 

anti-V. 3. n~i'on{l'l salvation ca'u~:e have 'oroi-!D da:lly and be·cdme lnc.r'easingly 
effective, '-.1" 

In the enthusiastic' atmosphere .. ,of carrying out production and fi£hting to COUlP1emorate 
ljie,August Revolution arid 2,September national day anniversar!.€t:';:" lO-Ok~~-~ifMt-,)aft..k>f.;",,·, 
the anti-U.S. national salvation reGistance during the past tHO years, and fully 
realizing the slgnificance of our big victories and the heavy defeats of the enemy, 
our army and people are increaSingly proud of and confident in Our nation, our 
people, and beloved President Ho. Our natlon and people are resolved to heighten 
their determination to fight, step up their great national salvation resistance, 
crush all the aggresslve plots of the U, S. imperialists, and advance toward final 
victory. 

Part I--The sltuation of the anti-U,S. national salvation resistance during 
the past two years. 

'l'he Binh Gla victory in J'anuary 1965 by the southern army and people marked the 
fundamental d.efeat of the special Har strategy of the U, S. Imperial i.sts in the 
soutn. of our country. li'aced ·,11th this situation, the U.S. imperlalists, panic
str:tcken and on the d.efensive, resorted to all measures to save the puppet 
authorities and army, wJ:w were facing the danger of grave collapse, From the 
beginning to mid-1965, they carried out a makeshift strategy by hastily introducing 
2.. number of U.S. fightl.ng units into the south and, at the same time, expanded the 
\liar to the north by using theJr air force and navy to continually wage a Har of 
destruction, thus hoping to prevent the collapse of the Saigon puppet authoritles 
and army, consolidate and strengthen the reactionary puppet forces in the south, 
and save their special war strategy from defeat., However, the 5ituatlon continued 
to develop in a direction unfavorable to the U.S. imperialists and their lackeys. 

Fired with enthusiasm by victories, our people throughout the country unanimously 
rose up t,o resist the Americans for national salvation. They continued to develop 
the initiative on the battlefields and attack the enemy everywhere, 
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After the Binh Gla victory, between February and J'une 1965, on the basis of combining 
armed struggle with political struggle, the southern army and people stepped up the 
guerrilla war and, at the same time, developed large-scale attacks, completely 
annihilating puppet companies and battalions in each battle on all battleJ..Lc1cls. 
They drove the puppet troops into a state of collapse, unable to res 1st. the strong 
attacks of the Liberation Armed Forces. 

At that ti.me, the freshly introduced U.So troops received heavy blows at An Tan, 
Nul Thanh, Plelku, Da Nang, and eepecially Van Tuong. They were tIghtly encircled 
in their bases by the guerrilla belts, Nei,ther the U. S. nOr the puppet forces l,,,rere 
able to stop the massive, contlnuous, and victorious attacks of the southern army 
and people. The U.S, imperialists and their lackeys became .increasingly confused. 

In the north, as of 7 February 1965, when the U.S, i.mperialists began us1.ng their 
air force to carry out attacks, our army' and people dealt resounding blows to the 
U,,$. Air Force, causing the U.S. imperialists to suffer heavy losses and become 
more defensive. Faced with this state of defeat and danger. and especially faced 
with the fact that the puppet troops were being repeatedly attacked and annihilated 
toward the end of July 1965. u.s. President Johnson, after forcing General Taylor 
to resign, decided to massively introduce U.S. expeditionary troops into South 
Vi.etnam to directly participate in combat, thus shifting the aggressive war to a 
new strateglc phase;: the local war strategy. 

In October 1965, after introducing 180,000 U. S. expeditionary troops lnto South 
Vietnam, thus increasing the total of U. S., and puppet troops to 700,000 men, the 
U.S, imperialists launched their first strategic counteroffensive with the 
extravagant hope of quickly annihilating the regular unIts of the southern liberation 
forces and ending the war in 1966. This strategic counteroffensive developed under 
the form of two successive major operations during the 1965-1966 dry seasono 

'rhe first operation was launched during the winter of 1965 with a large force, 
composed of many of the most seasoned units of the U.S. armed forces such as the 
First Mobile Division, the First Armored Infantry D:i.vision, paratroop units, and 
so forth. The U.S, imperialists launched their attacks in two main directions~ 
north of Saigon, and the high plateaus, where they believed the liberation troops 
were concentrating their main forces. contrary to the desires of the U.S. 
imperialists, both these attacks failed. 

After their heavy defeat in Van Tuong, the Americans and puppets lost many battalions 
in Bau Bang, Dau Tieng, north of Saigon, Plei Me, the high plateaus, and other 
areas. Thus the U. S. troops were defeated rlght at the beginning. McNamara was 
very surprised, and WaShington was flabbergasted. They hastily increased the number 
of U,S. fighting men, and then launched their second tide of attacks in the 
spring of 1966. 

At that time, the total of U.S. troops reached 250,000 men. They poured their 
entire mobile force into their five-pronged attack, which was aimed in three main 
directions: eastern Nam Be, the Trung Bo delta, and the high plateaus, with the 
aim of annihilating the Liberation Armed Forces and, at the same t:Lme, carrying 
out the pacification task. But again, they failed ignominiously) During this 
tide of large-scale attacks, in some battles the enemy even used as many aS I 27 
battalions, such as in Bong Son and Blnh Dinh. 
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The enemy was ,:mable to annihilate any liberation detaclunent. On the contrary 

U. S. and puppet troops suffered heavy losses in eu Chi, Nha Do, Bong 'rrang. 

eastern Naro Bo, Phu Yen, Quang Ngai, Blnh Dinh, the Trung Eo delta, the high 

plateaus, and so forth. The first dry-season strategic counteroffensive of' the 

U.S. imperialists ended tragically, with more than 30 battalions annihilated, of 

which 14 were U. S, and satellite infantry battalions, and more than 110,000 troops 

killed or wounded, o{' Hhom more than 40,000 were U,S. and satellite troops. 

During the 1965·~1966 wlnter·-spring period, while U. S. troops sustained heavy 

defeats during the intial fighting and the puppet troops were continuously on the 

defensive, the southern army and people, on the contrar~r, maintained and developed 

the ir ini t iat lve on the battlefields and stepped up guerrilla and large·-s iz·e attacks ~ 

They took tbe In.itiatl.ve in count.erattacki.ng and annihilatlng the enemy in his 

various opera t ions and, at; the same time, in attacking and annihilat lng the enemy 

deep in his rcar··-sucb as the attacks against his lair tn Saigon, his barracks and 

logistic bases in varlot;s areas. and so forth. 

The southern army and p-eople defeated the U.S. puppet, and satellite troops right 

in the firs:'t round of the local liJar of the U. S, imperialists 0 On th.e bas:ts of 

the 1965-1966 wi.nter-spring victories, the southern army and people ste,pped up the 

combinatIon of mll:tta:vy st.ruggle with political struggle and actively' attacked 

the enemy, causing an Unstable situation in which the puppet authorltl$s and 

army encountered crises in all fields, and driving the U. S. imperialists lnto an 

embarrassed and defensive position. Thirty cities and municipalities throughout 

the south seethed with the struggle of city people rising up to struggle against 

the introduction of U. S. aggressive troops and against the T-hieu-Ky clique. In 

Da Nang and Hue, the political struggle movement developed most widely and 

vigorously during this period. 

It Has obvious that. contradictions between the U. S. imperialists and the traitors 

and the southern people were becoming very f.Lerce. The fierce attacks of the 

southern army' and people caused the Amer icans and puppets to sustain heavy 

military defeats and encounter grave political crises. This situation brought 

about quarrels, conflicts. and discord am.ong the puppet authorities and army in 

the First Corps area. This crisis lasted over two months and led to a change in 

commanders five times, Six enemy batt-a1ions were dispersed as a result of their 

shooting at each other. 

Faced with this situation and especially wjth U, S. troop defeats, the decline of the 

puppet troops was accelerated. In some months, there were 20,000 deSErters. At 

the same time, many military revolts broke out, such as at the first regiment in 

Thu Dau Mot and other puppet units. 

During the summer of 1966, after the defeat of their first dry-season strategic 

counteroffensive, the U,S. imperialists planned to return to the defensive, 

avoid the major attacks of the li·berat1.on troops. and actively reinforce and 

increase the U. S. expedltionary- troops in order to prepare !'or their new strategic 

counteroffensive during the 1966-1967 dry seaSon, But during the summer of 1966, 

U, S. and puppet troops continued to suffer repeated attacks from the southern army 

and people on all i.mportant strategic battlefields from Tr! Thien, t-he high plateaus, 

and central Trung Bo to eastern, central, and western Narn Bo. 

During the 1966-1967 dry season, after having relnforced and increased the U. S. 

expeditionary troops to 400,000 men, thus boostlng the total of U.S. and puppet 

troops to over 1 million men, the U.S. imperialists launched their second strategic 

counterofPensive. The projected prominent characteristics of this major counter-



offensive Here~ a) carrying out their two-pronged strategic plan: Bear'ch-and·· 
destroy and pacification raids; b) drawing experiences from the defeat of their first 
counteroffensive so that this time they concentrated on carryinr; out the maiD taSkS 
of the ,WVi counteroffensive; (!) achieving a new distribution of labor between 
the two strategic forces, \'Jlth the U. S. forces being in charge of the search-and
destroy mIssion while the puppet regulars were responsible for pactfication. 

With a very large military force, the U.S. imperialists, launched their 
counteroffensive this time with the aim of destroying the areas in which, tlWY 

believed, resistance organs were concentrated, trying to annihilate the liberation 
regulars, and stepped up the pacification task in order to change th:e -si.tuation, 
win a victory of strategic significance in a short period, and solve the V:Letnamese 
problem quickly. But the U. S. imperialists again sustained heavy' defeats (luring 
this second dry season strategic counteroffensive and faced a more serIous 
defensive state. 

In early Hinter of 1966, carrying out the NFLSV Central Conunittee Os 1'"{ October 1966 
appeal to resolutely fight and defeat the UoS. aggressors during the 1966-196'{ 
winter-spring period, the southern army and people prepared to counterattack the 
enemy and, at the same time, took the initiative in launching new attacks on all 
battlefields. After summer ended in 1966, the southern army and people opened a 
new battlefield in Tri-Thien, attacking the U. S. and puppet troops stt'ongly and 
repeatedly and forcing them to bring U.S. troops from other battlefields and 
disperse them to cope with various attacks on this battlefield" 

This was a big surprise for the U.S. imperialists which caused them to become 
passive and embarrassed before pouring their forces into their second dry-season 
strategic counteroffenslve. In the high plateau area, the Liberation Armed Forces 
lured the U.S. troopS into coming to Plei Djereng and annihilated them in bloody 
battles along the banks of the Sa Thay River. On the Nam Bo battlefield, 
especially in the Trung Bo delta, the southern army and people developed a new 
offensive situation. 

The southern Liberation Armed Forces inaugurated the 1966-1967 winter,~spri.ng 
victories by attacking the Long Binh bomb depot on 28 October and shelli,ng the 
military parade of the U. S. -puppet clique in the heart of Saigon on 1 November. 
These were heavy blows to the enemy. 

In eastern Nam Bo, the main target of Uo So tr'oop attacks throughout the 1966-1967 
winter-spring period, the enemy launched many military operations. The most 
important were Attleboro, Cedar Falls, and Junction City. These were defensive 
operations, aimed at coping with the fierce attacks of the Nam Be troops and 
people. For the Attleboro campaign, the enemy mobllized over 30,000 trooPSe 
But the campaign ended with heavy losses for the 196th Brigade, units of thr 
25th rrTropical Lightning DiviSion, the Big Red One division, the l73d Paratroop 
Brigade, -and so forth. 

The Junction City campaign, begun in February 1967, was one into which the 
Americans poured the largest number of troops to take a sipgle objective during 
this dry season. They poured a large force--composed of 45,000 troops and a 
large number of planes, pieces of artillery, and armored vehicles--into a 
battlefield of less than 400 square kilometers with the hope of achieving a decisive 
victory. But this largest campaign tlas dealt the greatest defeat which 
ignominiously ended the second dry-season strategic counteroffensive of the 
Americans. The scarch ... and-destroy operations of the Amer:lcans and puppets had 
failed. Naturally, their pacification task achieved no results. 
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While fighting fiercely, the southern army and people continued to step up the 
coordination be+;weo<:-n the mili.tary along with poli,tical struggles. The political 
struggle movement of the southern clty people continue to develop strongly. 
Its anti-D. S. character incres,sed. The southern people's I1berated areas continued to 
be firmly maintained.? and some liberated areas were even enlarged. The bitter 
failureo! the U. S, pacification plan was marked by the d:l..sm1.ssal of cabot Lodge 
and Lansdale. In the second st·rateglc counteroffensive, the U. S. imperialists 
were defeated mOre heavily than 1.n the first:. Some 175,000 troops were annihilated/ 
including mOre than 70,000 u.s. troops" A total of 99 battalions and battalion-size 
units, i,nclud:1.ng 28 U.S. battalions, were put out of action. Some 3;000 aircraft, 
hundreds of art Ulery piecea r and other equ,:1.pment were destroyed. 

The u. S. imperial1.sts and their lackeys have been increaslngly' bogged down and 
constantly passive. Irhey could. not destroy even one small-si.ze uni.t of the 
llbef'ati.on troops 7 mai.n .force" and were annihilated in great numbers. They 
could not: gain the initiative. but had to passively resist our forces on all 
battlefields. 

They have sU~fered the heaviest defe~ts wher-ev€il' the greatest bulk of their t"o:rl3es 
was concentrat-ad, They planned to send troops to the Mekong River delta, but had 
to postpone this because the situation on all battleflelds was very difficult .for 
them and their lackeys. l lhey intended to save the puppet troops, but the regular 
puppet troops continued to decline and lose their .fighting ability, even in the 
pacification task. 

This summer. following the failure of the second dry-season strate:gic_ counteroffenslve, 
a pessimistic atmosphere has enveloped the U. S. ruling clique and the Vietnamese 
traitors in Saigon, The U. S" aggressors and the1.r lackeys got a headache in the 
face of increasingly serious and insurmountable political and military difficulties 
and deadlock.. They" are embarrassed by the· increasingly stronger offensive of the 
southern army and people and the determination of all the Vietnamese people 
to oppose the Ameriasns for national salvation~ They are encountering the 
increasingly tirm oppo~ition of progressive people in the world and even in the 
U!li ted State s • 

',rhe ruling clique in the White House and the Pentagon have flercely quarreled wlth 
one·· another about the seriously deadlocked U. S. situation in Vietnam. westmoreland 
was called back to the Untted. States to deliver a speech in which he deceitfully 
said that there was no deadlock, but he himself had to ask Johnson to send many 
more reinforcements to the south, U03. Defense Secretary McNamara, who hurriedly 
went to Saigon for the ninth time in order to study all aspects of the war, openly 
criticized Westermoreland for w3st:1.ng hum8.n strength and told him to increase th(; 
efficiency' of U. S. troops now on hand in Vietnam. 

FollowIng this,·, Taylor, a U.S, strateg.1.st, and Cl:tfford, a U.S. intelligence 
ri.ngleader p toured the 158,tel11te countries of the United States in Southeast 
As ia in order to recruit more mercensr"'y troops, but failed to attain the results 
desired by the U. S. imperlaliets. 

It is clear that: the U.S, imperiali.sts have been increasingly stalemated, following 
the second strateglc counteroffensi.ve. Their local war has been dlsa'strously 
defeated. As for the southern army and people, following the 1966-1967 winter-spring 
feats of' aTms, a stimulating, confident, and seething atmosphere has been reigning 
over all battlefields and has urged the southern army and people to move forward 
to score greater and more resounding achievements. 
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The Liberation Armed Forces have matured swiftly and gained many more fight;ing 
experiences and have showed that they are in very good shape. This summer, with 
the impetus of big victories. the southern army and people continue to develop 
their initiative, step up both military and political offensives everYWhere, 
and deal the U.S" puppet, and satellite troops painful blows in Con Tien, Gloe 
Mieu. Gi0 An, Nong Son, Mo Duo, Tan 'Uyen, Can Le. My Tho, and Quoi Son, and at 
many alrbases such as Da Nang, Chu Lai, and elsewhere. The ~bove is the war 
situation in the south during the past two years. 

In the same period, in the northern part of our country', the Uo S, imp,erialists 
used an important part of the U.S. Air Force based in the Seventh Fleet, in the 
south, and in Thailand to attack the north in an attempt to extricate themselves 
from their predicament in the south, shake the morale of our people in both zones, 
o.nd c..heck the northern peonJ.eis support of the southerh oompatriots i liberation 
struggle. This ,1s an 'importa.nt measure of the local war strat':2S and l 8.t the 53,me 
time, a passive act of tho U.S. imperialists. 

At tho outset, they attacked the southern a~eas of the Fourth Military Zone, 
Following this, they have gradually escalated the war against the northern part or' 
North Vietnam. On several occasions, they temporarily stopped attacklng the 
north for some time in order to deceive people Hith their peace tri(!ks and to 
reorganize their forces, and then continued to w;tdely escalate the war beyond the 
21st, 22d, and 23d parallelS, 

On 29 June 1966, they began rashly attacking the capital of Hanoi, thus 
their war of destruction against the north to the most serious degreeo 
also used the naval forces of the Seventh Fleet and the artl1;Lery units 

increasing 
They have 
stati.oned 

south of the temporary military demarcation line to supplement the activities 
of the'ir air l?orce against the coastal areas of the military ZOne and the southern 
part of Vinh Linh. Their targets have been axes of communi,cations, industrial 
sites, dams and dikes, cities, popular areas, schools,hospitals, markets, and 
so forth. 

HOi,cver, for more than two years the U.S. imperialists! war of destruction in the 
north has been defeated, 'rhc U. S, imperialists have been confronted with an anti ... 
U,S. national s31vation high tide of the northern army and people, To date, nearly 
2,300 fighter aircraft of the U. S, imperialists have been shot down, and thousands of 
U. S. pilots have been annihilated or captured in the northo '1'ho prestige of the 
U.S. air force has collapsed disastrously. These figures were computed as of 
14 September 1967, 

In the war, the north has developed the strength of the socialist regime and has 
fought ,well, along with achieving good production. The north has constantly 
insured good communications and transporta~ion and has incessantly developed 
its economy and culture. Despite many difficulties created by' the enemy, the 
people's living conditions continue to be stabilized. The determination of Our 
people to oppose the Americans for nat ional sal vat ion has been incress ingly 
strengthened. 

Meanwhile, in the south, with the spirit liThe north ca115 1 the south answers, If 
the southern army and people have continuously attacked the U.S., puppet, and 
satellite troops everywhere 'and have striven to attack their airbases and logist1.cal 
depots, thus causing them to suffer heavy losses and to be increaSingly passive. 
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Generally speal{ing, the war developments during the past y'ears can be summarized 
as follows~ 

On the Enemy Side 

A--Because of the fallure of' their special war strategy, the U. S, imperialists, 
have passi.vely Shifted to the local vIaX' strategy. They have waged an unprecedentedly 
large local war of aggrcssion~ With rec;ard to military strength, they have 
mobilized more than a million troops, Includinr; half a million U.S. troops. As 
for military' means, they have used about onc-thiLu. of' the U.S. Strategic Air Force, 
as many as j~,OOO aircraft of all types, lncludlnL; some 1,300 modern l'lghter aircraft, 
and 13 of the 17 attack aircraft carriers of the U. So naval force~ 'I'hey have used 
very great quantities of the most modern weapons and equipment, except for atomic 
weapons, in the vrar 

WIth regard to their war budget~ according to their offIcial sources, in 1966 alone 
the U,S" imperialists spent as much as 13 billion dollars; '~hey plan to increase 
(7th!s) to 30 billion in 1967 and 1968. 

The U.S. i.mperialists mobilized the U. S~, rebel, and satellite forces to launch 
two strategic offensives in South Vietnam, and have cont1.nuously used their air 
and naval forces to attack the north. Yet they· have not been able to extricate 
themselves from their predicament in South VIetnam which is getting worse and 
Horse. 

B--The U" S. imperialists have been utterly defeated in all fields--military. 
political, and tactlcal--throughout the very important perlod of the local war. 
All of their strategic objectives have fai.led. The U.S, and rebel forces have 
suffered heavy setbacks, while their pacificatIon plan has gone bankrupt. The 
puppet administration and armed forces have HC8.kencd with every passing daY'o They 
are raced with a very bad and seriously stalemated war situation" 

C--As a result of their Haging of the war of aggression in Vietnam, the Uo S. 
inperialists are increasingly isolated in the world. The progressive people 
throughout the Horld, including the American people, have vehemently condemned tne 
U. S. imperialists for their aggression agai.nst Vietnam and have risen up to struggle 
against them by all means. Many of the U"S. imperialists' satellite countries have 
ShOiln themselves l.ndlfferent to the war of aggression in Vietnam. Some of them have 
even officially protested against it. Even the U. S. ruling authorities themselves 
have fallen into discord and dissension in the face of their heavy' setbacks in 
Vietnam, 

On Our Slde 

A--A glance at all aspects of the anti-U.S. national salvation resistance war of 
our people Ghows that the war situation has never been so favorable as it is now. The 
arl:lcd forces and people in the entlre country have stood up to flght the enemy and 
arc achieving one great victory after another, In South Vietnam, faced with the 
U. S. imperialists i change of' strategy, the southern armed forces and people have 
continued developing their initiative, have continuously attacked the enemy on all 
battlefields, and have defeated two large-scale strategic counteroffensives of the 
U.S., rebel, and satellite forces. The military struggle has been stepped up in 
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close coordination Hith the political strueele, Hhlch 18 developing increasinGly 
deeply and 1tlidely, 'rho resistance forces of the southern combatants and people 
have matured rapidly and arc strongo 

In North Vietnam, our armed forces and people have defeated and are dr:::f'eatlng the 
U .. S, imperialists I war of destruction, have continued building sociali,sm, and at the 
same time have striven to fulfill the duty of a lar'c;e rear toward a large front
line, North Vietnam has become },ncreasingly strong and steady' in all i'lelds, 

B--The victories achieved by the armed forces and people in tne entire coun'~ry 
have been of great polltical and military strategi,c sienificance. Our peopl.e 
throughout the country are standing shoulder to shoulder:'ln steadily ad?Jane :Lng 
and pushinG the anti,-O. S, national salvation resi.stance war to fL-;.al. victory. 

C--Our people 1s anti,~U<S. national ~)8.1vation resistance war lS just and. ..:.,.., aimed 
at safcc;uarding their i,ndependencc and freedom, It is of Great international 
significance, because l.t 18 strongly approved of and supported by brat-b,er socialist 
countl'les and progressive people allover the world" Never has our people \s 
rC3 is tance \l..rar agains t fore 19n aggres S ion been s a strongly' encouraged !lnd supported 
by the Hor.1,d IS peoples as it is nOH. The \1orld 1s revolutionary j)euj,)le consider 
-~he antl-U. S. national salvation resistance war of our people aD an anti-U, S, 
:Crontl:tnc of the world IS peoples and a center of the present national L'L.beration 
;; tru[';r;l c movement, 
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Part II--The U. S. imperial1sts Here heavily defeated during the very important 
period of the local war of aggression in South Vietnam. 

Ever since World War II, and especially after their defeats in China, Korea, Indochina, 
and Cuba, the U. S. irnper:l.al1sts have sensed the inferiority of the imperialist camp 
and the1.r own Infer1.orlt'y in the balance of power in the world. The imperialist camp, 
led by the U" S. imperlalistfi. has been forced. to take a passive and defensive posltl,on 
in the face of tb,e growth of the socialist camp, of the seething and mounting national 
liberation movement, and of the cont:lnuous offensive posture of the revolutionary 
movement in the v/crld. 

The U. So imperial tsts have had to give up their mass1.ve retaliation strategy and adept 
the flexible response st.rategy. TheY' maintain that the flexible response strategy, 
wh1.ch lncludes three forms of Har--specJ.al Hal", local war, and total war--is the most 
suitable strategy that may help them find a way out of their passiveness when they 
are not in a pos:l.tion to prosecute a nuclear we.r. 'l'he~r ad.d that it 1s the most 
pOGltive strategy for implementing their aggressi.ve pollcy and performing their 
function as an lnternationa1. gendarme so as to cope with the national liberation 
movement, which j.B ri.sing like a storm t.hroughout the vJOrld, and to prepare for 
ae;gress1.on against sociali.st countries. 'l'hey call the special war and the local 
war a sharp sword that cuts into the national 11.beration movement, creatine; favorable 
conditions for them to prepare for a world. war. 

In the soutb, of our country, the U.S. imperial1.sts resorted to the special war and 
rai.led. The:/ had to hasttl;:r and defensively shift to the local Har strategy to cope 
",lith the1.r dangerous s:ltuation. This act not only reflected their failure, but also 
laid bare their obdurate! aggressive, and warlike nature. 

What is the U. S. imperialists i local war strategy? AccordinG to their vieHs, local 
"l1ar is one of the three forms of their agc;ressive Har. It is an actual Har for the 
AmerIcans. but Hith limitations as far as size and. scope are concerned. D1fferine; 
from special war mainl.:r waged by local. lackey troops. the local war (?of) the U. S" 
imperialists is directly waged by U.S. troops. 

But the genera] aggreSsive pollcy of the U. S. imperialists is aimed at achieving 
neocolonialism. Thus! Hhen they wage local war in ordex' to repress the natlonal 
llberatlon movement, they must brazenly use local lackey· troops and the puppet 
author:i.ties to wage war along with U, So troops. They regard the puppet troops and 
authorities as an important political buttress. 

In the U.S. imperialists' local wars aimed at achieving their aggressive neocolonialist 
pol1.cy, the final. goal. that the war must ac.hieve is: consolldatlng the puppet 
army and government and turning them into effective t;00].5 for the achievement of 
necolonialism. The main military goal ot the l.ocal war strategy 1s: annihilatine 
the enemy I s milltary forces. The ph :tlosophy of this strategy 1s: a ttack:l.ng, and 
attack:ine; quickly i.n order to solve the W8.r quickly. 
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'rhe prominent chaI'::tctertst;1.c of the local. war st.rategy' 1.5: using "0', S t.roops 
in direct ragg.ression, blAt limit:1ne; the war scope; winnIng military vlcto:ry 1.n d')e 
sr.~ort;est possible tim..z; 3.nd creati.ng condlLtlons for achiev:1.ng trle ensJ8.vlng d0m:i.not Lon 
of. neocolonid.:U.sm.. 

Llm:i.t,:l.ng the nllmbe:t' of' lL S, troops means ustng onlt a cert,aln part of the militar,Y 
forces of th.e HoS. :i.nfantry, air fOY'ce, and navy" 'in the local war. Tr),e HoS" 
imper:i.allsts must restrict tb:e U.S. t'ot'ces part:i.cipat:ing in a .local waY', because 
Htthout this restri,ction, thei.r global strategl wl1,l encount.er difficulties and t.il': 

influence over the world will be affected. Trwy must achlev(~ thi.s T'es trlct len to -) ',.' U ~.U 

upsetting pol:i.tical, economtc f and soc:i.al ,i,ire in t;he lJh:i.t.ed. St,ates o Th:i.s mean.s that 
although theY' wage the war! they do not have to mob:i.lize t.heir forces and they 
conLi.nue to ci:l.rr~t out the:l.:r economic and 80c1.13.1 programs in t:he lInJ.ted States. 

They impose thls restriction bec<1use they' are convinced tt~at they can achleve vIctory 
even 11' they' use only' a restrict~d ntmlb.ct' of tL S, troops tv dlrE!ctly' parttc:i.pate in 
a local war aimed at reprcss:i.ng the nat;:i.onal liberation movement in any gi.vf:n country 
in Asia" Africa. Or Latl,n AmE'X'tcfL 

Having to restrict tb,e m.l.mbe:r of' V" So troops, the l.L So imp~2!ri.al:i.sts pay special 
attention to consolidating and using the for·ces of t.he 10Cd,)' lackey's, 'rney believe 
that if theY' use a restrlcted. m.unber of U. s. troops as a COTe for local lri.ckey 
troops, equIpped wlth mod.ern weapons, t.o wage a local aggressive war in ttJe 
countries where the econom;;r :l.s relat':lvel.y' backward or newl:v' developed, they· v11,1'1 
be able to repress their adversaries, thanks to their superi,ority in mIlitary' fOI'ce 
and firepower, and will be vi.ctoriOllS In a short; timeo Restrictlng th,,:,: st.rategic 
goals means restricting the polItical goals of thE! war c.nd, t,n the mi.l it.:..ry 
field" concentrating forces to quickly annih;LLate the adv~rsarles" mi.litary 
forces--especla.l.ly· the:i,r regul~r.s. 'They must do th1.s so that they can avo:i.d 'J:1~c~v:l.ng 

to disp'?rse their troops to different; targets and so that they· C.'9.n fight 8.nd solve 
the war qulckl 'Y, 

They believe that the advers'ar:Les rr backbone J..s thei,r armed. fo:r>ces. and tr,tat 11' they 
can defeat these armed forces, they can end the war, but that if they' cannot do 
so, the war will last a long tim.e and they will be d.efeated, They must Htn. becaUSE> 
they want to create favorable cona.:Ltions for the lackey' forces to t'ulfill t.rle 
tasks following victory" thus allow inn; the i,mperialists to b.ri,ng their troops .home 
quickly but; still maintain poli,tical condi.t:l.,ons to achi,eve neocolonlal i.Sffi. 

Restricting the scope of tb,e vlar means waging war onl;i' in a certain country or area, 
thus preventing i.t from .ravagtng other countries or areas, They' believe that If 
they cannot restrict the scope of the war', they' wi.II become more defensive and face 
greater defeats. because bigger countries will be forced to join the war. As of 
now they have not .fini.shed ma'k,ing preparat:t.ons for a new world. Har. 

The U. S. imperialists can restrict the local war to a certain country or ar'ea, 
depending upon concrete conditions. Bitt no matter what: the Gcope Is [! their 
objective continues to be to ann;ihila.te quickly the revolutionary .t'ol"'ce<5 a.nd PUt'S110 

the achievement of neocoloniali.sm. 
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Having in mind the above··mentioned views about the local lIar strateGY of the U. S. 

imperialiGts 1 'we note that the local \1<11' \Jhich the U. S. imperialists arC Haging 

in South Vietnam has exceeded the or1eino.1 restrictions a::; far as scope is concerned. 

The U. S. forces have far exceeded the limitation that each local war ,nay mobilize 

only between three and six diviSions. The U. S. and sotellite forces nOH 1n South 

Vietnam equal 11 divisions, of which nine are Aniet'ican and South Korean. 

The U.S. troops I strategic objectives on the 30uthern battlefield arc not restricted 

to annihilating the Liberation Armed Forces I but have included the pacification tnsk. 

As far as the scope of the war is concerned, the U. S. imperiallsts have inlt:i.<l11y 

exceeded the restr:tctlon of limiting the war to South Vietnam. They have b( !, ing 

(:;heir air force and navy to Hage a \'Jar of destruction ac;ainst North Viet:"lC1m; ,j nre 

continuctng to intervene increasingly strongly in the Laotian ld_ngqom and brazenly 

provoke the Cambodian kingdom and they arc planning to expand the 'viar to the (', "J>l'£: 

Indochinese peninsula 1n order to extricate themselves from (;i,eir danr;erous ::; ,Ltuation 

in South Vietnam. 

In the south of oUr country. Hhen the U. S. imperialists shifted to the loca>-Har 

strategy, they obviously pursued the achievement of neocolonialism. Therefore, 

although they have sent hundreds of' thousands of U. S. troops to the south, they 

still have ha(.~ to strive to consolidate the puppet army and administration a~; a 

necessa:.:'y politIcal and military J3upport for their neocolonialist 'vlar of aer;I'e3s1o~1.. 

They still capitalize on the name of the puppet administration and strive to 

consolidate the puppet nrmy. 

Along with the militr.ry trlc:kG of the 'vlar of 8.ggression, they have feveriGhly carried 

out the political tricks of neocolonialIsm. 'rherefore, the nature of the U. S. 

imperialists I war 10 still aggressive and is aimed at achieving the political 

objectives of neocolonialism; it is a neocolonialist war of aggression. The 

limited-Hal" strat,cgy in particular and the flexible reaction strategy in general are 

products of the U. S. imperialists' bourgeois military thinking which have come 

into ex 1s tellce under c lrcums tances under which imperial ism has become incrcas ingly 

::C)x'c;sed, defeated, and passive in the face of a Situation in which the balance of 

pOHer 1"(). the Horld is not favorable for them. 

Like their neocolonialist policy of aegression, and U. S. imperialls'cs' limited-war 

,eo- 'J~"'Ettegy is full of contradict tons and insurmountable bas ic Heaknesscs. In essence, 

;,;hc contradictions and baSic \Ieaknesses of the limited-war strategy arc the inherent 

co:,t:'<:.:dtctlons and v;eaknesses of an unjust war of aggression. In the: southern part 

0 .. ~)'ctr- ':.ol.mtry', these contradictions and weaknesses have increasinGly Horsened and 

hase ,::'cVCD.lcd themselves clearly in the process of development of the U. S. 

imperialists' '-.far of aggression and of our people1s anti-U.S. national salvation 

resistance. 

Since they started thc l:'i.mitc(": and began to send U.S. troops to wage direct 

aggression acainnt the south and to usc their air force and navy to stage raids 

against the north, the U. S. imperialists' have brazenly revealed their cruel 

aegressive face and have made the contradications betHeeen themselves and their 

lackeys and all the Vietr,amesc people increasingly acute on a national scale. 

The contradictions between the Vietnamese people and the U. S. imperialists and their 

lackeys arC the main contradictions which will determine the failure of the U. S. 

imperialists' war of' aec;ression, 
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The U. S. imperialists have encountered the resistance of an entir'c people Hho 
arc couraGeous, undaunted, full of fighting experiences, and united as one. 
The south and the north have unanimously- taken up arms and have fought shoulder 
to 3houlder for the just cause and for the complete independence and freedom 
oE the fatherland. 

In sending U. S. troops to South Vietnam, 'the U, S. imperialists have encountcd 
n people's 'lrmr Hhich has developed to a high degree, and is in an offensive position. 
This people 1 s war has successfully- developed the people is strength, has succeeded 
1::'1 mobilizing all the people to fight the aggressors military- and politically 
under all forms and I·lith all kinds of Heapons--from primitive to modern weapons--and 
has created '3 very-erent combined strength. 

This ereat people IS war has gloriously- defeated the U. S. imperialists I special 
',lar and is on an irreve:rsible trend of vigorous development. Events have 
proved that from the time they began to send U.S. troops to wage direct G.c;grcsnion 
in the south, the U.S. imperialists have been defeated. They are being compelled 
to Gcattcr their ,forces and are in a passive position on all battlefields. In 
'I-la.glng the Hal" of acr;ression against the: ,north, the U. S. imperialists have knoc!ced 
the ir ha!l1ds aga ins t. a firm s t ee 1 bas t ion. 

rEo protect the north, liberate the south, and proceed toward reunifying the 
country, the northern armed forces and people have, stepped up and and are stepping 
up the violent people's, Ha,r against the U.S. aggressors I war of destruction. 
'rhe northern armed forces and people have developed their revolutionary heroism 
to a high degree, have defeated the U.S. imperialists I Har of destruction, and 
have fulfilled wholeheartedly and to the best of their ability the oblieation 
of the large rear base tOHard the large frontline. 

BY sending U.S. troops to wage direct aggression in South Vietnam, and by using 
their air force to stage 'raids against the north, which is an independent and 
sovereign country and a c'omponent of the socialist camp, the U. S. imperialists 
have made more acute. thclr contradictions \,'ith "the socialist camp, the national 
liberation movement, al1.d the progressive people in ~he Horld. The more the U. S. 
imperialists step up. thQir Har of aggression in Vletnam, the more resolutely 
they make the sdcialist countries oppose them and more positively help the 
Vietnamese people in 'order to protect a member country of the socialist camp and 
an outpost of socialism, and to fulfill the socialist countries' glorious obligation 
tOHard the national liberation movement. 

The proeressive people of the Horld have supported more and more vigorously the 
Vietnamese people1s ntruzele aeainst the U.S. aggressors and are attacking them 
everY1.;here in the Horld. The U. S. imperialists are meeting ~lith vigorous protests 
from 'che progre~sive people in the Horld, including the American people, 

'rho U. S, J.mpcrlo.ltntr3 have pursued a policy of neocolonial:l.st aggression. Yet 
~;llCy have h8d to 8enu U. S. troop;:; to '{loGe direct aggression in South Vietnam. This 
has .:orGcllcd the contradiction;:; bet~-Icen their' aim of imposing neocolonialism and 
their trIck of moine; U.S. troops to prosecute the Har. By sendinG U.S. troops 
'eo lJ8CC dIrect 8.ecJ:'cr,~;:1.011 :1.n the south, the u_ S. imperialists have clearly revealed 
their brazen ag~.:;resslve, fa,ce, which:-they: cannot -cover. 'l'hese cont.radlctlons' have 
doepened the basic political,weaknesses of neocolonialtsm and led the U.S. 
imperialtsts toward many difficulties and defeat3. 

'~.'::c u, ,t. :i.::lpCJ.'.:_QJ.:i.::;~;,; 1 ; .. ',td'O(lu,;~lon of -;;l'OOPS J:,'co 'Ghc :3ou'~h has bCCil aimed at 
l:~'C,'("<; ::,: ',;:~c COU.f'll:;c ~)f.' tile: ~n).:;))ec rtrl',\j ;Y,t(j ncLLi.n_Lti:a:tlo:1 n:'ld creating neVi 

('0; :(: ".:; ,:.(), '_,'I ':'0:.' (;O','~; 01'.(;) t :i.ll'; <1;')( ~; l;:t.' c,.'~ '.;110; t;;.i1,; the ~)UPlJC'l; .fOl·C CD . 
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Yet the more the war of aggression is Americanized, the more disintegrated the puppet 
Saigon army arid administration becomes. The traitorous and country-selling nature of 
the leaders of the puppet army and administration has been exposed. They have been 
cursed by all our people. 

Furthermore, the internal contradictions of the puppet army and administration and 
the contradictions between the U.S. imperialists and the puppet army and 
administration have increasingly developed.. Those in the puppet army and 
administration who still have some national spirit have become gradually enlightened. 
More and more of them have returned to the people. Faced with the towering crimes 
of the U.S. aggressors and the country-selling traitors, the southern peop1e have 
become more full of hatred, have tightened their solidarity, and have fought valiantly 
and resolutely for final victory· under the NFLSVls anti-U. S. national salvation 
banner. 

The more they increase the number of their troops in the south and the more they 
extend the fighting, the more the U. S. imperiallsts deepen the contradictions between 
their limited war strategy and their global strategy. The more the limited war in the 
south i.s stepped up, the more adversely it. will affect the other positions of the 
U.S. imperialists around the world--especially when they have had to mobilize 
forces for a limited war which has far exceeded their estimates. As a result, the 
contradictions between their limited-war strategy and their global strategy have 
become acute. 

The world revolutionary people can take advantage of this situation to step up their 
attacks against the UoS. imperialists, with a view to repulsing them step by step and 
eliminating them part by part. The U.S. imperialists I allies can also take advantage 
of this situation to wrangle for their own interests, thus cI'eating difficulties 
for the U. S. imperialists. 

Dl the southern part of our country, during the past two years the U.S. imperialists l 

limited-war strategy has revealed m.ny basic weaknesses. First of all, the U.S. 
imperialists I limited-war strategy was adopted on the basis of the defeat of the 
special-war strategy--the U.S. imperialists have sent U.S. troops to the south in a 
pa.ssive and defeated position and in a situation in which the puppet army and 
administration have been on the decline. As a result, from the outset their 
limited-war strategy has become a passive strategy and had to accept a very 
unfavorable strategic position. 

By waging a limited war, the U.S. imperialists have hoped to ward off the decline 
of the puppet army and administration, so that they could use them to support 
politically and militarily their neocolonialist war of aggression. Yet, in the 
southern part of our country, the puppet army and administration have become 
impotent and increasingly weakened. 

The introduction of U.S. expeditionary troops into the south has been aimed at 
providing military support for the puppet army. Yet the U.S. troops have sustained 
continuous defeats and serious losses. The U.S. and puppet troops have not been 
able to rely upon each other, support each other, or coordinate with each other. 
As a result, their strategic effect has been reduced. The U.S. imperialists 
have developed their limited-war strategy in an extremely passive situation. 
The puppet army and admi.nistration have become impotent. 
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Moreover, the U. S. imperialists have encountered the Vietnamese people who have a 
determination to fight and win a great people's war, and who have developed to a 
high degree creative strat,egy and tactics, and an invincible strength. Therefore, 
the serious defea-ts sustained by the U. S. troops have been inevitable. 

In the unjust war of aggression in the ,south, the U. S. expeditionary troops have 
been fighting without an ideal and, as a result, their morale has been very low. 
The mOre they are defeated, the worse this baSic weakness becomes. Furthermore, 
although they are numerous and equipped with modern armaments, they have encountered 
very great diffichlties, topography, climate, [words indistinct) and training which 
is not suitable to the Vietnamese battlefield. Unaccustomed to the topography 
and climate, U.S. troops have encountered very great difficulties. 

How has the U. S. imperialists' strategic defeat developed during the past two years, 
during whiqh they have waged a limited war in South Vietnam? As we all know, 
when they introduced U.S. troops into the south, the U.S. imperialists wanted to 
use their great military supremacy', concentrate their military forces, and launch 
an offen-sive in an attempt to annihilate the Liberation Armed Forces and regain the 
initiative. Yet, although they have more than 1 million troops at their disposal, 
the U. S. tmP,erialists so far have not been able to realize this strategiC design. 
Although t~~y wanted to concentrate their forces, they ha~e had to scatter their 
forces in many theaters and assign them many tasks. From the time they were 
introduced into the south until the end of 1966, the U.S. expeditionary troops 
were compelled to scatter in three major theaters--eastern Nam Eo, the highlands, 
and central Trung Bo--to cope with the vigor,ously develop:1.ng people's ,war. 

Recently, U. S. 
Thien theater. 
been scattered 

troops have been scattered in another theater: the Quang Tri-Thua 
Generally speaking, on the southern battlefield U.S. forces have 

almost equally in these four theaters. 

This scattered deployment of strategic forces runs counter to the U.S. military 
leaders' plans. It is bitter for the U.~. imperialists to realize that in each of 
these four theaters, U.S. troops have been thinly scattered. 

! 

In the First Army Corps area, U.S. Marines have been scattered .over an area of 
approximately 500 to 600 kilometers. In the highlands, U.S. forces, which are not 
l~J?ge, have been scatter>ed over a ZOO-kilometer area. In eastern Nam Bo, U. S. 
troops' have had to spread out an many fronts and have found :1.t necessary to defend 
al~!,~reas. As a result, large U. S. forees he ve become small and have failed to 
yield'adequate strength. 

The U.S. and puppet troops have not only been scattered in many theaters, but have 
been also assigned many tasks. It has been the U.S. imperialists! intention to 
concentrate U.S. and puppet forces on annihilating the Liberation Armed Forces 
and, thereby, rapidly settling the war. Yet, faced with the southern people1s 
mounting military and political struggle from the rural areas to the cities, the 
U.S. imperialists have had to assign U.S. and pUPPet troops to pacification. The 
assignment'of the bulk of the regular units of the puppet army to pacification is 
a strategiC setback. The assignment of U.S. and satellite trbops to pacification 
will certainly lead the U.S. imperialists to greater political and military setbacks. 
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Although the U.S. imperialists wanted to launch an offensive, they have fallen into 
a defensive position. It is an extremely dangerous thing for any aggressive army 
to have forceS scattered, and to remain on the defensive is even more dangerous. 

At p~esent. about 70 percent of the U.S. troops perform defensive tasks in 
South Vietnam. According to the Pentagon1s calculations, at least 200,000 troops 
are needed to defend U. S. bases or various sizes in South Vietnam. To .defend the 
Da Nang airbase alone, the U.S. imperialists have mobilized-one division of U.S. 
troops and deployed them over a 25-kl1ometer perimeter. Recently. the U.S. 
imperialists estimated that only one out of eight U. S. servicemen in South Vietnam 
is engaged ir_ mobile combat. McNamara admitted that the combat efficiency of U. S. 
troops is very low. He found that of the nearly 500,000 u.s. troops in South 
Vietnam, only 70,000 are directly engaged in combat. 

The U.S. imperialists have had to commit their combat forces to the defense of their 
bases, cities, m:i.lltary lines of communications, and even the puppet army, which is 
being shaken, depressed, and disintegrated. As a result, although U.S. troops are 
very numerous, they are thinly scattered and lack offensive strength. 

The U. S. imperialists wanted to annihilate the Liberation Armed Forces, but they have 
been seriously annihilated. During the past two years on the southern battlefield, 
the U.S. imperialists have feverishly concentrated efforts on'trying to extricate 
themselves from their scattered and defensive position. They have continuously 
increased the number of their troops, and their troops and have conducted offensive 
operations. yet they have failed. They sustained very serious defeats in the two 
"dry-season strategic counteroffensives. II 

Why do the U.S. and puppet troops hot have strategic effect and combat efficiency, 
although they have conducted many battalion-size, division-size, and even 
multidivision-size search-and-destroy operations? 

To annihilate the enemy it is necessary. first of all, to concentrate forces. The 
U.S. troops have been scattered to cope with the comprehensive and powerful people IS 

war. They have not only failed to conc,entrate their offensive forces, but have 
also been compelled to fight according to the will of the southern Liberation Armed 
Forces. In actual combat, in most of the battles, U.S. troops have failed to find 
their targets, not because the U.S. imperialists lack modern reconnaissance 
instrl.unents, but because in the peoplels war in South Vietnam which had develo,ped 
to a high degree, targets and battlefronts exist everywhere, yet do not exist 
anywhere. 

, 
The prevalent phenomenon emerging from the war in South Vietnam is that U.S. troops 
have always been surprised, caught in the Liberation Armed Forces' traps, and 
annihilated. ij, S, troops have not been able to annihilate the Liberation Ar.med 
Forces; on the contrarY, they have been seriously annihilated, although they.are 
very numerous and have continuously conducted search-and-destroy operations. This 
is a strategic and tact1c~ defeat sustained by U.S, troops on the southern 
battlefield. 

The U. S. imperia11sts wznted to regain the initiative. yet they have fallen deeper 
and deeper into a passive position. As everyone knows, initiative on the battlefield 
is manif~sted by the facts that one can act freely and at will, that one is 
fully free to cheose the place and time for launching attacks, and that one 
can maneuver the enemy and compel him to adopt the fighting methods one selects. 
The most important factor is that one mUEt succeed in annihililting the enemy. 
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On the southern battlefield during the past two years, U.S. troops have not 
had. freedom of action, have been compelled to fight on the terms of the southern 
armed forces and peple, and have not been able to annihilate any section of 
the Libertion Armed Forces. How can they regain the initiative on the 
battlefields? 

During the past two years. U. S. troops have been very eager to annihilate the 
Liberation Armed Forces in eastern Naro Bo, in the highlands, in the delta of the 
Fifth Zone, and in the Tri-Thien region. Yet it is in these areas that the 
U. S. expeditionary troops have sustained serious annihIlating blows. The Ameri,cans 
have not yet been able to carry out the:l..r plan to introduce U.S. troops into the 
Mekong Delta. 

During the -pas't two years, U. S. troops have exerted extensive efforts and conducted 
thousands of operations of various sizes. yet they have failed to r~gain the 
initiative. 

It may ,seem that U. S. troops have taken the initiative in conducting these 
operations, which appeared to have an offens1.ve charactero Yet, in essence they 
have had l'\l'either combat efficiency nor strategic effect. Therefore, U.S. troops 
have fall~h deeper and deeper into a passive position. 

wanting to engage in a blitzkrieg, the U.S. imperialists have been forced to 
fight a protracted war. The leading strategic idea of the imperialists i 

aggressive war is to fight quickly in order to solve the war quickly. Waging 
the local aggressive war in South Vietnam under the present situation in the world 
and the United States, the U.S. imperialists want to fight quickly. But they 
have been forced to fight a protracted war, although they have boosted the 
aggressive war to a large scal.e. They have encountered an adversary--the southern 
army and people--who is both resolute and clever and who has succe'ssively thwarted 
their blitzkrieg plots since the day they started implementing their special--war 
strategy. They could not fight quickly because they did not know their adversary 
and oecause they overestimated ~heir own strongpoints in the ,fields of numerical 
strength and modern weapons. 

The fact that the U. S. imperialists have been forced to fight a protracted war is 
~ big defeat for them. The more protracted the war is, the more fierce will be 
the basic contradictions and weaknesses of the aggressive war of the U. S. 
imperialists in South Vietnam--contradictions and weakness which wiLl lead them 
to increasingly big defeats. 

The U. S. imperialists have been unable to pacify the cour:uryside and stabilize 
the situation in the cities, They' have used the majority of the puppet troops and 
a part of the U.S. forces to fulfill the paciflcatlon, task, but they have faIled 
ignominiously. The pacification plan has not made any progress, and the Situation 
in the cities has become ~ncrcasingly more troubled. "They have bitterly admitted 
that llthe history of South Vietnam pacification is a list of plans which have 
collapsed and of talented advisers! boundless efforts which have been reduced 
to ashes, "(AP, 6 January 1967) 

The ultimate goa} of the local aggressive war of the U. S. imperialists in South 
Vietnam is to consolidate the puppet army and government ~nd to bring about 
neocolonialism. However, faced with the fierce contradictions betwee-n the 
U. S. imperialists and lackeys and all our people, and faced with the increasingly 
strong resistance of the southern people, the internal contradictions of the 
puppet army and government have developed day by day. 
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The puppet army and government have declined day by day, and will surely arrive at 
complete disintegration and collapse, this actuallY has happened and is happening 
in the south of our country. This proves that the U.S. imperialists have sustained 
heavy defeats on the path leading to the ultimate goal of their neocolonialist 
aggressive war. 

Thus, the U.S. imperialists have been drafted strategically. What about their tactics? 
It can be said that after waging the local war for two years, the U. S. imperlalls :';s 
have encountered more and more crises and increasingly greater deadlock in the tactical 
field. All their offensIve and defensive tactics, as well as all private tactics 
of each branch of the U.S. Armed Forces, have not achieved the expected results. 

All forms of tactics--from the search-and-destroy tactic, mopup operations, 
pacification measures, and rescuing operations to police and security operations, 
attacks with firepower, cherocial pcison snraving, and so fqrth--have proved to be 
inefficient. The Van Tuong, Cu Chi, and PIe! Me battles as well as the !search ... 
and-destroy and mopup operations during the major campaigns- ... Five ArrowS, At,tleboro, 
Cedar Falls, Junction City, Highway 9, and so forth--have demonstrated the deadlock 
and failure of these forms of tactics. Modern military bases such as Da Nang and 
Chu Lai, and logistic bases such as Long Binh, Bien Hoa, and so forth, have been 
threatened permanently and attacked repeatedly, and have suffered heavy losses. 

The private tactics of each military branch~of the U.S. Armed Forces have also been 
defeated. 

Based on the support of armored vJhicles, artillerY, and aviation, the motorized 
infantry tactics of the First Division has proved inefficient. Faced with the 
clever tactics of the lib·eration troops, this tactic of the First Division has shown 
many major weaknesses: one is not free to achieve one1s own intention, but must 
comply with the conditions and tactics of the enemy. The Bau Ban, Cam Xe, Nha Do, 
Bong Trang, and other battles were bitter defeats for thiS division. 

The Air Cavalry DivisionIs massive heliborne tactics have been aimed' at staging 
surpr'ise raids and swiftly annihilating the enemy •. yet, it has never been abJ.~ to 
achieve the surprise factor or to annihilate any section of the Liberation Armed 
Forces~ Troops of the Air Cavalry Division are even weaker than ordinary U.S. infantrY 
troops. because they lack the support mechanized and artillery units. Units of the 
Air Cavalary Division have been battered by the Liberation Armed Forces in Plei 
Me, Binh Dinh, and other localities. 

The U.S. Marines' tactics of blocking defense combine with conducting mopup operations 
aimed at pacifying the areas surroun.ding the military bases has revealed many 
weaknesses. The U.S. Marine bases at Da Nang and Chu Lai are like isolated islands 
in the open sea of people IS war. The Marines, who belong to one of the armed branches 
regarded by the U. S. imperialists as the mOlrt seasoned, have been most frequently 
and roost seriously defeated,' and are being stretched a:s taunt as a bowstring over 
hundreds of kilometers in the Tri-Thien region and along Highway 9. 

The bombing and sira'fing tactiCS, which have been aimed at annihilating the Liberation 
Armed Forces units, destroying the reSistance bases, and massacring the people, have 
also become ineffective because of inaccurate intelligence information and the failure 
to identify targets accurately. To date, U.S. Air Force bombings and strafings, 
including that of B-52 strategic bombers, have not been able to annihilate any 
any Liberation Armed Forces unit, but have only. as the U.S. imperialists have often 
admitted I shattered trees or destroyed empty tunnels. 
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Why have the various tactics adopted by U.S .. troops been ineff'ectlve? As 
everyone knows, tactics are inseparable from strategy. If strategy becomes 
passive and stalemated, it will vigorously and adversely affect tactics. The 
reason for the failure and stalemate of the various tactlcs adopted by U. S. 
troops also lies in their erroneous tactical thinking. The U.S. troops I tactics 
have been based solely upon the power of weapons and upon the assumption that 
firepower is their soul. Therefore, when these bases--weapons and firepower--are 
restricted or fail to develop their effectiveness I the U. S. troops j tactics 
become ineffective and are defeated. 

The tactics adopted by the U. S. troops in South Vietnam are undergoing a crisis 
and are stalemated, not because they' ,,:re the outmoded tac-tics o~ a bourgeois 
military science. but mainly because they cannot match the creative and flexible 
tactics of the people's war of the heroic, intelligent, valiant, and skillful 
southern armed forces and people. If U.S. troops were free to fight according 
to their tactics against an enemy who does not possess fighting experiences I 

their tactics might develop and have a certain effectiveness. Yet. faced with 
the strength of the people's war and the skillful strategy and tactics of the 
southern armed forces and people, U.S. troops have had no freedom of action and, 
as a resul1;;, all their tactic,S have been ineffective. 

The New york TIMES on 28 February 1967 correctly' admitted, How can they--that is, 
the U.S. troops--win decisive victories over the South Vietnamese people's armed 
forces, who cannot be defeated? These armed forces have come from the people 
and are fighting in areas which are very familiar to them. They know how to 
apply expertly the art and experiences of the war which they have waged for one 
quarter of this century. 

The defeat of the U.S. imperialists I tactics and strategies during the past 
two years on the southern battlefields was very heavy. Althol1gh they have 
poured in more and more troops to step up their local aggressive war, the U.S. 
imperialists not only have not achieved their strategic schemes, but also have 
failed to achieve all their strategic goals. 

During the past two years. the U.S. imperialists have expanded the war with the 
aim of discovering a turning point toward Victory; but this turning point has 
eluded them more and more. Moreover. the turning point toward defeat is drawing 
increasingly nearer for them. Their aggressive war in the south has exceeded 
the limitations of a local war. yet the U.S. imperialists are still unable to find 
a way out. Johnson continues to find that this war 1s bloody and stalemated. 
McNamara and-Westmoreland are becoming confused and are quarreling with each other 
about the problems of increasing U.S. strength or of increaSing the U.S. troops! 
fighting efficiency. All the blg shots at the White House and Pentagon have admitted 
that they cannot defeat the adversary. The WALL STREET JOURNAL on 20 May 1967 
said: uIn Vietnam, the Americans have thrust themselves into a horrible. 
issueless, eight-diagram battle scheme. It is time to admit that Vietnam has 
become an incurable disease for the Americans. II 

The experiences drawn from the Vietnam war during the past two years have exposed 
the fallacy of a series of military views of the U.S. imperialists, as well as of 
bourgeois military science in general. 
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The U.S. imperialists maintain that they will surely win if they wa~e local war 
with a large army equipped with modern weapons and supported by the air force and 
navy. TIle realities on the V:i.etnamese battlefield have caused this view to CO 
bankrupt, along with the local war theory of the U.S. imperialist aggressors. 

First of all, the U.S. imperialists' view that the number of troops decides victory 
on the battlefield has lost all meaning durinc the special war as Hell as the local 
war. The Americans and their lackeys have continually had more troops than the 
southern Liberation Armed Forces, but they have never won victory. Facts prove 
that the U.S. imperialists have been 10sine on the southern battlefield not because 
they have lacked troops, and not because their troops have been less numerous 
than the Liberation troops, but because they have encountered an entire nation 
which has risen up to resist them resolutely, which has had a strongly developed 
people's war, and which has had a powerful and inexhaustible political force and 
Liberation Armed P,rces having a high fighting power and clever tactics. 

From the purely numerical viewpoint, it is obvious that over a million U.S. puppet, 
and satellite troops constitute a large force--especially as this force is carryinc 
out aggression on a battleground of only 1,"(0,000 square l::ilometers. But to have 
numerous troops does not necessarily mean to have powerful and efficient fiehtinG 
power, since their aggressive war is unjust and since they have no fichtine spirit 
and no appropriate tactics and are in a defensive strategic state. The Over 1 
million U.S., puppet, and satellite troops do not have the hoped-for fighting 
power. 

Along with the argument on troop strength, the argument that equipment and weapons 
can decido victory has also been smashed. 

It can be said that on the southern battlefields, those who have a great amount of 
up-to-date equipment and weapons are the U.S. imperialists. Except for nuclear 
weapons, all the most up-to-date U.S. weapons and war means have been lavishly 
expanded. Nevertheless, all this equipment and these weapons have been unable to 
help the U,S. troops protect themselves and develop their effectiveness in annihilating 
the southern Liberation Armed FJrces. 

Conversely, although they have no aircraft, armored vehicles, or warShips, the 
Liberation Armed Forces continue to succeed in destroying U.S" puppet, and satellite 
troop units equipped wIth up-to-date equipment. 

Everyone knows that armed forces must have equipment and weapons and that equip
ment and weapons are an important factor which creates the fighting strenGth of 
armed forces. H,wever, it is obvious that equipment and weapons are not a factor 
which can decide victory. What decides victory on the battlefields is whether 
the armed forces have high fighting spirit and good fighting methodS. Only with 
high fighting spirit and proper fighting methods can we develop to the fullest 
extent the use of equipment and weapons in order to defeat the enemy. 
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The arguments on the strength of the atr force and on the use of the air force 
to deoide victory on the battlefields has also Gone bankrupt. In the south, the 
U,S. imperialists have a very great superiority in air power. They have used 
aircraft,. including 13-52 strateeic bombe:r.s~ to drop bombs of various types in an 
attempt to destroy the Liberation Armed Forces and massacre the people~ However 9 

they continue to be unable to save the U.S, infantry units from defeat and to check 
the ubi,qu1tous and strong offensive thrust of the southern Liberation Armed Forces~ 

While it is true that the U,S, troops in the south have a considerable 6.i1' force 9 

it is obviOUS that the U,S. Air Force 1s effect has been limi.ted 9 because it must 
cope with the widespread people~s war of the heroic southern army and people~ 
From Tri Thien to Ca Mau, there are thousands of tar,::ets which the An('t'icans want 
to attack. Therefore. the U.S. Air F:Jl:'ce has been forced to scatter. I,and~ a.s a 
result, its fighting effect has not developed as desired. The failure of the U.S. 
Air Force, from heliborne tactics to large-scale airborne landing tactics~ has 
demonstrated the banlcruptcy of the U,S, imperialists! argument concerning air power 
on the southern battlefields. 

In the ulI!rth, the U.S. Air Force has been dealt fierce blows. Nearly 2.300 up-to,· 
date fighter aircraft of various types of the U,S, Air Force have been destroyed in 
the northern skies. The U.S" air superiority has disastrously collapsed. 

U,S. aircraft, bombs. and bullets cannot intimidate our people. McNamara himself 
acknowledged that bombs and bullets cannot wealcen North Vietnam. This is an aclmow
ledgement of the inefficiency of the U,S. Air Force in the U.S. imperialists' war 
of aggression in Vietnam. 

The local-war strategy is collapsing along with the unimae1.nable strength of the 
U4I S. Armed Forces. The war is not yet ended. However, it can be concluded that the 
U,S, local-war strategy in the south has proved ineffiCient and will certainly meet 
with complet,e failure. In. the unjust war of aggression in Vietnam~ the U~So 
expeditionary troops, with nearly half a million men with up-to-date eqUipment, 
have not won any victory and are nothing but a defeated armed force. 

In warp the ground forces playa deoiSive role on the battlefields. Nevertheless s 

the fightine strength of the U,S, ground forces,:!s very poor, their morale is lower 
than grass, and their fighting method'S are bad. The U.S. generals are subjective 
and haughty and have always been caught by surprise and defeated. 

The U.S, imperialists have spent much effort to publicize the so-called unimaGinable 
strength of the U,S, Armed Forces, with the aim of i~timidating the world's people-
especially the people of small and weak nations. This triclc has gone bankrupt, 
The truth is that the U.S. expeditionary troops are being defeated in the people's 
war of the Vletnamese s who, although not possessing a vast territory and not hav:tng 
a great population, rely mainly on their own strength, and are determined to fight 
in order to wrest back independence and freedom. 
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Part III-~The people throuehout the country have achieved very Great Victories. 

The foregoinG is a review of the heavy setbacl~s, especially strateeic and tactical 
setbacltS, of the U.S. imperialists in implementing the strategy of looal war of 
aggression in South V~_etnam during the past two years. For our people, the past 
two anti-U.S~ national salvation years were violent fiehting and testine years, 
durine which they have achieved very Great and clorious victories. 

Confronted Hith the fact that the U .. S. imperialists have massively sent expeditionary 
troops to S:mth Vietnam and frenz1.edly stepped up the war of destruction, f.1ainly 
by means of their air and naval forces, aeainst the north, the people in the entire 
country find themselves in a very serious Situation, that is, the strUGgle for 
the country's survival. This situation sets forth for our people throughout the 
country a common duty: unite the entire people and malee both north and south stand 
shoulder to shoulder in stepping up the creat patriotic war and determined to 
fight to vanquish the U.S~ aggressors in order to protect the north, liberate the 
south, and advance toward the unification of the fatherland. 

President Ho said: flAt present, struGgline against U.S .. aegress10n and for national 
salvation is the most sacred duty of every patriotic Vietnamese. All our soldiers 
and people are united and of the same minds, fear no sacrifices and hardships, 
and are determined to fight until complete victory. II 

On the South Vietnam battlefield, with their special war strateill' going banl<rupt, 
the U,S, imperialists have been forced to shift to the local war strategy. However, 
the character of their war still is a war of aGgression aimed at ach1evin~ the poli
tical objectives of neocolonialism. Thus, their war is a neocolonialist aggressive 
war. 

The anti-U.S. national salvation reSistance war of the Vietnamese people in South 
Vietnam is a revolutionary war, a people's war developed to an unprecedentedly 
high degree. It is a revolutionary war. a people's war of an entire people against 
U,S. imperialism'S neocolonialist aggressive war. 

The great resistance war i.6 developing favorably, because it is directed by an 
accurate and creative line and because it has synthetically applied and creatively 
developed all of the valuable experiences and forms of strugele of the Vietna~ese 
.revolution, ranGine from the political struggle to uprisines and war. Thus our 
people1s anti-U.S. national salvation reSistance war is progressing according to 
all the laws of a revolutionary war against the neocolonialist aggressive war. laws 
whose main contents are the spirit of indomitable struggle of an heroic people, the 
spirit of thorough revolution of the working class and the basic masses of workers 
and peasants, and the Sl{illful and unique combination of all forms of strueele, 
especially of the political struggle with the armed struggle, in all regions of 
the country, from jungles, rural areas, and plains to cities. 
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Naturally under the direction of all these laws~ each form of struggle, such as 
the armed strugelc as well as the political struggle p has its own law. Since our 
people are already equipped with an indomitable spirit .... better to die tran ac;ree 
to serve as slaves, have at their disposal very valuable revolutionary strueele 
experiences, hold fast to the laws of the revolutionary war ar;ainst the neocolcnialist 
aggressive war, have very correct strateGies and tactics~ understand the enemy 
and friendly situattons l and are resolved and know how to fight to defeat the 
enemy- .. their anti-U.S, national salvation res.istance war has achieved great victories 
and will certainly achieve final victory. 

HJlding firm to the character and goal of the U.S. 1mpeI'ialists~ local war, our 
people in Sc,uth Vietnam continue developing the aChievements scored~ strive to step 
up the people's war, and are resolved to fight and vanquish the U.S. aggressors. 
The strategies and tactics of the peopleis war have undergone new developments so 
that they are consistent with the new situation of the war. 

The southern armed forces and people have asserted that their combat tarGets are 
the U .. S. and puppet forces.. These are the enemy's strateGiC: forces to prosecute the 
war of aegress'ion. They rely on each other and fight in close cooperation. The 
U.,S. troops:' are the core force which is a military buttress for the puppet armed 
forces and administration and at the same time the main mobile force. The fact that 
the U.S~ troops are heavily defeated will have a very great adverse effect on the 
puppet armed forces and administration 1 causing the puppet troops t'o disintegrate 
and the puppet administration to collapse quickly. Since the U.S. armed forces are 
the most modern armed forces in the capitalist world, they need a bundant war means 
and important logistic bases. Theref-ore, we seek to destroy not only U. S. military 
strength, but also the enemy's war means and logistic bases. 

The puppet armed forces rely on the U.S. forces to survive and to consolidate and 
develop the,ir ranlcs. But they Playa very impor,tant role toward the Americans in 
the neocolonialist aggressive war. They are the political buttress for the U.S, 
forces. ~hcy are used as both occupation forces and mObile forces on battlefields. 
They are primarily in charge of controlling and oppressing the people and at the 
same time carrying out the pacification taslt. The fact that they are destroyed and 
disintegrated will deprive the U.S. forces of a buttres's for continuine their neo
colonialist aggressive war. 

The puppet administration js the political buttress and an instrument for the U,S, 
imperialists to achieve neocolonialism. In view of this, our people in South Vietnam 
have combined their armed struggle with their political struGgle in order to 
overthrow the puppet admini6tration~ not only at the basic levels~ as they have 
done so far 1 but also at other levels. 

On the basis of clearly aclmowledgine their combat tareets ~ our people in South 
Vietnam have correctly and successfully settled the strategic and tactical problems 
of the people's l·lUr. Our people have waged an all-people, comprehensive, and pro
tracted resistanc-e \-131' in which they haVe always taken the offensive, have relied 
on their own force which they consider as the princi'pal force, and have highly 
appreCiated the support of brother socialist countries and progressive people all 
oV"el'! the world. The resistance war of our people will certainly be victoriOUS, 
even though it has to underr;o sacrifices and hardships. 
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The participation of all our people in the anti-U.S~ national salvat~on resi~_tance 
war is one of the basic points in our c01.ll1try l s people's t~ar stratecy. The ob
jective of the southern compatriots I resistance war is to liberate the south. 
defend the north, and advance toward the reunification of the fatherland. This 
objective is entirely consistent with the profound aspirations of all people. 
This has been instrumental in mobilizing and orGanizine all people to take part 
in the anti-U.S. national salvation resistance war. thus formine a laree and strong 
res istance force in which the 14 million South· Vietnamese people are comba tants J 

fighting the enemy by all means and everywhere. 

Since the victory of the general uprisinc. the South Vietna'm National Liberation 
Front has developed and broadened the great national unity bloc, has succeeded in 
mobilizing all people to stand up to save the country and themselves, and has insured 
the practical interests of the people from all walJ.~s of life, includinG the peasants' 
right to own land.. Therefore, the front has been able to consolidate the worker ... 
peasant alliance as a firm and steady foundation for the great national unity 
front against U.S o ageression and for national salvation. 

Ever Since the sendins of U.S. troops to invade South Vietnam, the contradictions 
between the U,S; imperialists and the country-selling Vietnamese traitors and the 
Vietnamese people have become increasingly acute and deep. Our people in SQuth 
Vietnam, mill:1,ons as one, have closed the:Lr ranlm in the all ... people unity bloc 
under the NFLSV's invincible banner in order to fieht U.S. aggression to save the 
country. Since our people in South Vietnam have carried out the sloCan of trAIl 
people are armed and take part in fiGhting the enemy," the peoplejs war has been 
developed deeply and broadly and has produced a great effect. 

On the basiS of the participation of all. people in the anti-U,S. national salvation 
"esistance Har~ 0111" people in South Vietnam have built and developed swiftly the 
Liberation Armed Forces which are composed of three kinds of troops: the guerrillas I 

. the regional units, and the main force units. These three lcinds of troops of the 
Liberation Armed Forces are a COre force of the southern people in their anti-U.S. 
national salvation reSistance war. With a laree political force and ovlith the increas
ingly large and strong Liberation Armed Forces, the South Vietnamese people will 
certainly and completely defeat mOre than a million U.S., puppet, and satellite troops. 

In our country at present, fighting against U.S .. , aGeression and for national salvatj,on 
.is the Great, sacred historic tasle of the Vfetnamese people as a whole. Our people 
in the south and the north resolutely stand shoulder to shoulder in fiehting until 
final victory in order to achieve independence and freedom of the entire country. 
Waging a comprehensive res.istance war is a very important strateGiC problem for 
developing our strength in all fields in ordeI' to vanquish the aegressors~ an, 
enemy with numerous troops and strong equipment, but w:tth many contradictions and 
wealmesses in the neocolonialist war of aceression. 

A striking characteristic of the people's war in our country at present is that 
even within the local }mr, the fiGht aeainst the enemy on all fronts~~military, 
political, cultural, diplomatic, and so forth--is waged at the same time, in which 
tho military struggle and the political struggle are tho most basic forms of 
strUGgle. The military strucele and politj.cal strugele are closely coordinated, 
assist each other, and encourage each other to develop_ The coordination between 
the military strUGgle and the political strueelc is a law of the revolutionary st.ruggle 
in our country. It is also an initiative of our people in the process of the 
protracted revolutionary struggleo 



The political struggle plays a very important role throughout the anti-U.S. 
national salvation resistance. In our country; the political struggle of t;he 
masses has always served as a basis for the development of the military struggle. 
At present in South Vietnam p our people's struggle has become a direct confr-ontatlon 
with the ehemy, and together with the military struggle, has scored repeated and 
great successes. 

In the present local warfare, the political struggle continues to playa very 
important role. The U.S. imperialists have used expeditionary forces to launch direct 
agg:ression against south Vietnam. But they are forced to carry out a neocolonialist 
policy, and to resort to all leinds of politioal maneuvers to fool the people. This 
constitutes an opportunity for the South Vietnamese people to further step up 
their political struggle. Moreover~ the sending of American troops to directly 
l<l'Lmch aggression against S:)Uth Vietnam has further developed the contradictlons 
between our people and the U.S. imperialists. Therefore, the South Vietnnmese people 
of all walles of life includine those who did not realize the true nature of the 
U.S, aggressors or vlho were fOOled into following them have now stood up to fight the 
enemy. Th:l.s constitutes a favorable condi,tlon for the South Vietnamese peoplc~s 
struggle too develop and to score Great victories. 

The main objectives Of the political struggle are: to mobilize and organize the 
people, to suide the people in the struggle aeainst the enemy in all forms v and at 
the same time to closely coordinate with the military struggle and to help it score 
the ereatest victories for the resistance G 

The more violent the war becomes ~ the more strengthened and effective the political 
strugele will be, especinlly in the urban centers of South Vietnam 'Hhere mnny 
contradictions between the U.S. imperialists and their henchmen on the One hand 
and our people on the other, contradictions even between the UQS. imperialists, and 
so forth. 1:., the process of the anti-U.S. national salvation resistance, the 
political struggle of the urban compatriots of South Vietnam will play an ever more 
important role and directly hIt the enemy in their deepest dens. 

The military struggle is becoming ever more important and 1s playing a decisive role 
in directly defeating the enemy on the battlefield. At present the U.S. imperialists 
are concentrating their forces and resorting to a policy of arms and force to invade 
South Vietnam and enslave our people. Therefore our people in South Vietnam have 
to resort to revolutionary violence to oppose the counterrevolutionary violence, 
and to use military struggle to oppose the armed acgression of the enemy. Tne U.S. 
imperialists are using a huge military force to carry out aggres,sion in South Vietnam. 
As a result~ the military struggle of our people in South Vietnam has become eve,r 
more important. 

The main objectives of the m1Htary struggle are: to destroy the enemy military 

force, to defend the people~, to attract the people1s sympathy, to coordl,nate with 
the political struggle, and to serve and help the political struggle score the 
greatest victories for ·the resistance. 
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Alone; with the polittcal strucc:le, the military strugcle of our peoPle in South 
Vietnam has defeated over half a m:!.llion rebel troops in the special war, and is 
nOt'l defeatinr, over 1 millj,on U.S., rebel, and satellite troops in the local vlar. 
In parallel with the new procr-ess of the political strugsle J the military struggle 
of the SJuth Vtetnamcse people has developed and is developing stronely, quickly, 
and steadfastly in both forms, Guerrillas and larc;e-scale combat. 

Guerrilla activities and laree .. scale combat coordinate with each other, help each 
other. and encourage each other to develop. At the same time, they closely coordinate 
with the politlcal struggle to Score great victories in both military and political 
fields, thus leadinG the resistance toward final victory. Protracted resistance is 
an essential st.r:JtcGY of a people of a country which is not larce and crowded and 
which has restricted economic and military potentials, but who are determined to 
defeat an enemy and aGcressor have larGe and well-armed forces. 

The anti-U. S. national salvation reSistance of our people in South Vietnam must be 
a protracted reSistance, because our people have to fic:ht the imperialists! rinl3leader, 
that is the U"S. imperialists, who have large military and economic potentials. 
Despite their b.itter defeats, the ener.lY is still very obdurate. In the process of 
their protracted reSistance, the loneer they fieht, the stronGer the South Vietnamese 
people become. On the contrary, the lonc;cr the enemy fights the greater difficulties 
he encounters. The comparison of forces on the battlefields turns in our people! s 
favor and creates favorable conditions for our people to rush ahead and to completely 
defeat the enemy. In carrying out their protracted resistance, the South Vietnamef.ie 
people have frustrated the blitzl~riee strateGiC scheme of the U.S. aggressor. and 
forced him to fit;ht in accordance ",ith our strater;y, thus causing him to be extremely 
confused and incapable of escaping complete defeat. 

1:1 the present era, with the common offensiVe thrust of the world revolution, national 
liberation "Jars have favorable conditions for developing. National liberation l-larS 
can and will certainly score victories without necessarily beine: connected with a world 
wax' or with the revolution rieht in the country of the imperialist aGgressors. There
fore, national liberation wars must 0.110"1 some time, and a long time, to be able to 
crush the aegressive desire of the colonialist imperialists and to "'in final victory. 

Our people hiChly appreciate the struggle of the American people a[,;ainst the aggressive 
Vietnam "Iar of the Johnson administration, considerinE it a valuable marIe of sympathy 
and support of our People!s just resistance. Moreover, our people are thorout;hly 
aware that the deciSive factor for the success of the anti-U.S. national salvation 
reSistance is our people's objective efforts to turn the comparison of forces more and 
more in our favor on the Vietnam. 'ba ttlefield I where there is a firm strueg1e bet"leen 
the aggressors and the victims of aggression, and where the war situation is developing 
more and more in favor of the heroic South Vietnamese people. 

Our people hold that after the forthcoming presidential elections in the United States, 
and despite a possible change of preSidents, the U.S. imper1a11stsf aegressive policy 

cannot be changed in nature. The U.S~ presidential elections are but a distributj.on 
of hierarchies amonc; tho personalities of the parties of the ruling capitalist class 
in the United States. Of course, through the forthcoming elections 1 the American 
people will better realize the errors and setbacks of the Johnson administration in 
the aggressive war in Vietnam. And so, the struggle of the American people against 
the aggressive war will be stroneer. 
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The southern people I s protracted fightinG strategy reflects the determination to 
fight and the' ability of our people to defeat the U.S. imperialists under all '1-13.1' 

circumstances. The southern people~ as well as the people in our entire country. are 
ready to carryon the reSistance for 5) lO~ 20, Or mOre years p and are firmly 
confident of victory. In the protracted resistance against the U.S. imperialist 
aggressors 1 Our people in the south are able and determined to Gain tir:~e and to score 
lncreasingly greater achievements. The southern people are able to do this~ because 
1n the past they have scored great achievements and because the reSistance forces 
have swiftly matured. 

On this basis, the southern army and people 'Hill make greater efforts and will c.ertainly 
score increasincly greater achievements. The southern people are able to do this~ 

because the U.S. imperialists~ following their successive, heavy setback5~ are driven 
into a strategically dead1ocJ{ed situation, the U.S. troops' fightl.ng efUciency has 
increasingly decreased, the U.S, troops are considerably scattered and passive, and 
the puppet troops and administration are on the verge of collapse. The U.S. ruling 
circles have been increasingly opposed by the U.S. people and is being isolated 
politically to a high degree in the international arena. 

Although it is grlUl.~\:the U.S. economic and military potential is not boundless. 
Moreover, the realities of the war in Vietnam have proved that although they have a 
great number of troops, cood rifles_ and much money_ the Americans are unable to 
extricate themselves from defeat and deadlock and will certainly be completely defeated. 

Relyine maihly on Our own force but at the same time seeking assistance from the 
socialist bloc and the people in the world 1s a very important strateGic matter. This 
is a manifestation of the masses' steadfast viewpoint, which places absolute confidence 
in our people and nation. who are imbued with an indomitable tradition and have 
sufficient conditions and ability to defeat the aggressive enemy. even if it is the 
U.S, imperialists. 

Revolution is the worl~ of the masses. No one can replace our people in carrying out the 
resistance to wrest bacl{: independence and freedom from the Vietnamese fatherland .. 
Only our people can decide their destiny. Relying mainly on our own force and the 
all-people unity strenGth and firmly grasping the strategy and tactics of the invincible 
people1s war, our people are determined to defeat the aggressive enemy, the U.S. 
imperialists. 

Relying mainly on their own'force, our people have defeated hundreds of thousands of 
professional troops of the French aggressor colonialists.. Relying mainly on their 
own force, our people in the south have suocessfully conducted a general uprising 
and have defeated the special war of the Americans and the puppets, Relying mainly 
on their own force, our people have 'defeated the first phase of the U,S, imperialists! 
local war strategy and will certainly and completely defeat more than one million 
U.S .. puppet. and satellite troops. 

The present era is the era of revolutionary storms. The strone socialist bloc is 
becoming a factor which decides the development of human society~ and the peopleis 
liberation movement is boiling throughout Asia, Africa, and Lat1.n America. Imperialism, 
headed by the U.S. imperialists, is being repeatedly attacked everywhere; our people 
can and must fully develop the advantages of the present area· and positively seek 
assistance from the socialist countries and the people in the world in order to strengthen 
our force and ability to defeat the V.S. imperialist aegressors. 
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Our people do not detach our anti .. '(JgS. national salvation resistance from the present 
era and highly value the assistance of the socialist countries and our friends in the 
world. Nevertheless, relying mainly on our own force must be set forth as a matter of 
primary and decisive importance. In the southern part of our country, the offensive 
strategy is the strateGY of the people1s "tar in the anti-U.S. llational salvation 
reSistance. 

In the south, the offensive strategy has been carr;ied out by our people since the 
general uprising period) and the coordinated military and political offensive strategy 
has scored great achievements in defeat:tnc the enemy's special war. Nevertheless~ 

when the U_3. imperialists sent in masses of U.S. troops to directly invade the South p 

the problem was whether our people would continue to carry out the offensive strategy. 
The southern people have continued to carry out the offensive strategy, because their 
reSistance has a winning position and because the southern people also possess mature 
military and political forces, wl1ich have conditions for further swift development$ 
while the U,S, imperialists and their lackeys are being heavily defeated and are 
seriously declining. At the outset, the U.S. expeditionary troops introduced into the 
south were forced to remain in a strategically passive and scattered position In order 
to oope with the people I s war, which has developed vigorously everywhere. 

The striking characteristic of the offensive strategy of our southern people is to 
comprehensively and continuously attack and to gain the initiative in attacl<inr; the 
enemy everywhere with all forces and weapons and with all appropriate methods. The 
comprehensive offensive is a coordinated military and political offensive and includes 
the attacks on U.S. troops and the puppet troops and administration in the mountain 
and jungle areas, the deltas, and 'the cities. This requires a very great determinat:l.on 
and very flexible. creative attacking methods. Our people have succeeded in doing 
this, because our people have an extremely valiant fiGhting spirit, mature political 
and armed forces I and unique, versatile, and extremely damaging fightine methods, 

The southern people have used all methods of the military and political struggles to 
attack the enemy. It is due to coordinated military and political attacks on the 
enemy that the southern peoplets offensive strategy has acquired strong and great ef.fecto 
It is due to the fact that the offensIve strategy has been carried out in a flexIbl.e 
and creative manner, depend:1.ng upon the place, time, and objective, that the southern 
people have developed a very steadfast offensive strategy posture and have driven 
the enemy deep into a passive and defensive position everywhere. Not only have the 
armed forces including the three categories of troops composed of guerrillas, regional 
forces, and regular troops carried out the offensive strategy, but the women's 
troops, and all the people in the political forces have also repeatedly attaclced 
the enemy. 

It is on the basis of thl.s offensive strategy that the revolutionary war in the south, 
with its various forms I has successfully developed 'and has acquired increasincly greater 
strength. It is on the basis of this offensive strategy that the people's army and 
political struggles have developed successfully from the rural areas to the cities and 
from the mountain and jungle areas to the deltlls'~ ."and especially on the battlefields 
and in various strategic directions. These creat:i.ve forms of struggle, including 
the political struggle >lith its extremely rich contents from low level to high level 
and the armed struee1e for euerrilla warfare to attacks with concentrated forces and 
with slcil1ed, flexible, and unique fiGht inc methods, have allowed the people I s armed 
forces and political forces to develop their offensive strength to a high degree, 
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attack the areas regarded by the enemy as indestructible, thus opening extremely great 
new prospects and capabilities for the offensive strategy and giving the offensive 
strategy--a comprehensive and continuous offensive··" .. an j,mmea.surable strength, an 
invincible strength. 

[The following segment of Part III was transmitted by lIanoi Domestic Service in 
Vietnamese at 1300 GMT on 19 September]: 

The foregoing is a summary of the main contents of the people's war strategy. which 
our southern people have applied in the present ant1-U~S~ national salvation resistance. 
This strategy has achieved very great victories and has defeated the local war strategy 
of the U,S; imperialists during the recent very important phase. 

The lIal1 people resist the Americans for national salvation" strategy has caused the 
large and strone U.S~, puppet, and satellite forces of more than a million men to become 
small and weak, The comprehensive ~es1stance strategy has made the already passive 
enemy become more passive in all fields, The protracted resistance strategy has 
defeated the blitzkrieg strategy of the U;-S, imperialists and their lackeys, The 
offensive strategy has developed to a high level the great political and military 
power of the> entire nation and driven more than a m111ion enemy troops deeper :Lnto a 
defensive and passive state. 

It is obvious that our people's war strategy is superior to all strategies of the 
U,S, imperialist aggressors. Every day this strategy has proved that ~t is invincible. 
To defeat the U.S, imperialists a our people have not only correct p creative~ and 
very effective strategies, but also clever tactics,· 

We all know that with good tactics a certain number of troops can defeat the enemy, but 
if the tactics are bad, these troops can hardly be victoriOUS and sometimes sustain 
losses. In war, to defeat the enemyYs strategies and open the way for greater victories D 

it is sometimes better to fight a few battles with good tactics than to fight many 
battles with bad tactics. In fighting an enemy having millions of troops, we will 
encounter many difficulties if we do not have flexible and creative tactics, If we 
have good tactiCS, not only can we achieve great results in fighting, but also develop 
the effects of military operations and strategies and deal heavy blows to the enemy 
aggressors. 

In the south of our oountry, by strongly developing the effects of the people's war 
strategy_ the Liberation Armed Forces have heightened their wonderful courage, resource~ 
fulness, creativeness, and spirit of mastery; developed to a high deeree the efficiency 
of all weapons at handi limited the efficiency of the enemy 1 s modern weapons; and 
invented clever p varied, and effeotive tactics. 

All tactics of the Liberation Armed Foroes have been invented and developed on the 
basis of intense patriotism, deep hatred for the enemy, and the spirit of voluntarily, 
actively, and resolutely finding resourceful and crea.tive means to attack and annihilate 
the enemy. 

On the southern battlefield, the tactics of the guerrilla force have developed in varied 
ways, thus greatly frightening the enemy, The guerrillas have fought with primitive 
weapons suoh as spikes, mines, and traps .as well as with semimodern and modern weapons. 
They have fought with means aimed at decimating as well as annihilating the enemy. 
The guerrillas have recognized the enemy's weak points and fully developed their own 
strong points. 

... ~ 
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They have discovered clover tactics and devoted their couraee, sPirit of sacrifices, 
and intelliGence to successfully enforcinc theze tactics. Uow the southern guerrillas I 
tactics are very p01>IerfuL 

There have been battles in which Guerrillas have defeated raids by enemy battalions, 
in Hh10h a guerrilla squad annihilated an entire U,S. company, in wh1ch r;uerrillar, 
have destroyed 3.n enemy command headquarters. Cases of sheatinc; at and bur:'":!;''!;; the 
enemyl s arr.lored ':C"~icles, planes, v-Iarships, and so forth have become common ~~.10i:\:~ 

southern r.:uerrL' .. 1as. S:;\uthern cuerrillas have stretched out the enemy to decit:1.<J.tc~ 

and annihilatel:ir.l J thus sow1n8 great fear amone his ranlcs. 

o~ the southern battlefield~ the LAF's method of fichtine with concentrated forces 
to completely an:;.ihilate enemy troopo has increasinely developed and has been ver~r 
effective. 0:: the basis of the people1s war, which has developed to a hiGh decree, 
and in coord.ination Vlith the Guerrillas and regional forces, the LAF's main force 
units have dealt powerful bloW's to the enemy on all battlefields. 

1>Hth gsllo.ntry and nl;:ill and by restrictine to a minimum the effect of the enemy's 
aircraft and urt1lle.ry i fully developing all ldnds of weapons, and deepeninG the 
difficulties encountered by the U.S. troops--low morale, unfamiliarity with the terrain 
and climate poor command, and so forth--the southern LAF have dealt serious, annihi
latinG blows to the enemy, whether he remains in his well-fortified and adequately 
protected bases,' •• ~move8 out to .launch attacks or conduct mopup operations, and even 
if he belongs to seasoned U. So divis ions, such Us the First Infantry Division, the 
Air Cavalry Division, U.S. Harine divisions, and so forth. 

Attacl.;:j.ne U.S. military bases and loeistical installations is also a powerful fie:hting 
method of the LAF on the southern battlefield. A1 thou[;h the enemy stays deep in his 
extremely well-protected bases, the LAF has been able to penetrate deep into his 
lairs, inflicted very heavy losses on him, and, as the enemy has admitted, has carried 
the fear of the war to his bed. 

LAP attacks against the U.S. bases at Da Nang and Chu Lai, the larce airfields, and the 
logistical installations at Lien Chieu~ L:m[; Binh, and many other areas have broucht 
about very great results vshich were 1il[e the feats of armS scored ,by a marvelous 
strateC;ic air force unit of the peoplevs war and which, ns the enemy has had to admit, 
could not be prevented [from coming forward] or warded off. 

On the southern battlefield the LAF's methOd of attacking cities is beinc; developed. 
With the support of the people's political forces, small units of the LAF have succeeded 
in' winning resoundine victories and annihilating a substantial part of the enemy1s 
vitality. In particular, the attacks launched by the LAF in the heart of Sa1eon, Hue, 
and other cities have supported the struegle movement of the urban compatriots, frightened 
the enemy, anti filled the hearts of our compatriots throughout the country with elation. 
The attaclcs on the cities have demonstrated the marvelous couraee. Skill, and flexibility 
of the LAF. 

On the southern battlefields the methods for attacldng military communications, especially 
important strateC;ic axes of commuhications, are very effective LAF t1ethods. \-lith them, 
the LAF have disrupted and paralyzed the enemy's ground logistical supply movement 
and weaJwned his mobile ability on the battlefields, The U,S, and pUDpet troops were 
forced to shift an important part of tl1eir forces to protect and clear their conununi ... 
cations, but to date the enemy1s military communications still face many difficulties, 
and his important strateGic routes are stl.ll constantly and violently attacked and 

threatened. 
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The LAFls method for attaclcine military communications are develoPing~ thus mal{lnr; the 
U,S, expeditIonary troops· unable to develop the effect of their up-to··date equipment 
and highly mobile ability. 

At present in the south, all three categories of troops'H~'guerrillas ~ regional ;t;'OPlre8'-g 

and regular troops--are very familiar with the methods for attacking military com·· 
munico.tions and are placing the U.S .. and puppet troops in a truly perilous Situation 
on the military communications front. 

On the southern battlefields$ the LAF forces also have other sldlled fightinz methods 
such as those designed to destroy enemy positions~ to combine fighting with troop 
proselytizine in order to diSintegrate the enemy ranks, to combine fiehting with military 
revolt in order to destroy one important unit of the enemy &~.~~sther, to combine 
political struggle with military str"l,gle inoX'der to destroy strategiC hamlets, to 
foment revolts in the rural areas» and so forth. 

In the process of fight inc and defeating the UoS. ~ puppet~ and satellite troops9 ,QUI' 

southern people have constantly sought fighting methods that are able to help develop 
the f1ght.1!1£ strength of all their military and political forces to a high deeree with 
a view to c~ntinuously and comprehensively attacldng the enemy at all times and in all 
places j soon all his strategies and tactics, and score increasingly greater ach1evements~ 

At present these fighting methods of the LAF have been creatively and effectively 
applied by the three categories of troops: guerrillas~ regional forces, and regular 
troops. Herewith~ I present only the fighting methods adopted by the LAF's main force 
units and which have undergone development. 

The fighting methods are based upon coordin~,t.tf.Qn:l.runQhg various armed branches and the 
independent fightinc; method of each armed branch. The coordinated fichtine method of 
various armed branches of the LAF is one in which infantry troops constitute the main 
clements operatinc in coordination with one Or many other armed branches and creatine 
i1 superior streneth and a powerful fi,ehtine capacity in order to annihilate major 
units or command posts of the enemy. 

Because of the characteristics of the situation of friendly and enemy un:its on the 
battlefield, the orGanization of coordinated fighting does not depend on the avanability 
of units of all armed branches. The LAF have proceeded from coordinating combat amonr:; 
a few armed branc~"t, •• d:'~)1to'ordinatine combat among many of the basis of using infantry 
troops as the main elements, with a view to developing the decisive role of infantry 
troops on the battlefield. 

Thus, to improve the effectiveness of the coordinated fighting method, the LAF have 
attached great importance to buildine and developing many infantry units which fieht 
effectively under all circumstances by onordinating their actions with the a~med·branches 
and combining many fighting methods and ,tactical forms and tricl{s of the people's war" 

In additLm to the fiehtine method based upon coordination among vari::ms armed branches 
with infantry units constitutine the main elements, the LAF have also adopted fiehtine 
methods based upon c:;)ordination among the various armed branches themselves. For 
instance, coordination between artillery units and crack special units, between engineer 
and antiaircraft units, and so forth. The existing conditions and the nature of the 
need to annihilate the enemy serve as a basis for determining the coordination of combat 
between the armed branch and the other, with a view to adopting a fiGhting method able 
to insure victory and rapid and c:)mplete annihilation of enemy troop,e.::;j-
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T':) insure that' the fighting method based upon coordination amonG various armed 
branches achieves increasing effectiveness, the southern liberation armed forces have 
laid special emphasis on developing the highest efficiency of all kinds of weapons 
and equipment, developing to a high degree the liberation troops' fighting ability, 
and using each unit and each armed branch at the right time and place, with a view to 
raisine its level of mastery over the battlefield and completely annihilatinG large 
enemy units. 

The liberation ar~ed forccs' fightine methods based upon coordinatian among various 
armed branches is beine vigorously developed along with the steady development of the 
armed branches~ especially the development of the infantry units, and in accordance 
with the growing requirement for concentrated fighting. The fiehting method based 
upon coord'ination among various armed branches will certainly make a decisive contri
bution toward annih1latine many large units and many important bases' of the enemy, 
changing the situation on the battlefield in favor of the southern people and providing 
the southern people with opportunities to mOve forward to completely defeat more than 
a million troops of the U.S. imperialist aGgressors. 

The independent fighting method of each armed branch is a very unique creation of the 
people's war in the southern part of our country. Not to mention the infantry 
force, the other armed branches of the liberation armed forces, such as the artillery 
units, the crack special units, the engineer units, the antiaircraft unit~$I-'Qnd so 
forth, have their own independent fighting methods. The common characteristics of 
the independent fighting methods adopted by various armed branches is the thorough 
comprehension of the spirit of Positively attacking and annihilating the enemy, developing 
to the hir:hest degree the initiative of the southern armed forces and people at any 
time, anywhere, and 1n the face of any enemy. With the independent fi[,;htjne rrlethods 
of various armed branches, the southern liberation armed forces have succeeded in 
creatine; many opportunities to attack the enemy and enabling the armed branches to 
acquire a tremendous new fighting ability. 

The independent fighting method of the artillery units of the liberation armed forces: 

On the southern battlefield today, the liberation armed forces' artillery units, in 
fighting in coordination with infantry units as well as in fightin~ independently, have 
increasingly developed their tremendous power. In many independently fought battles, 

~.Phe::;J.1beration armed forces I artillery units have rapidly annihilated a substantial part 
of the enemy troops just as they began to maneuver or assemble. The liberation armed 
forces I artillery barraCes aga.inst the enemy's command posts I military bases, and 
lOGistical installations as well as against his bivouacs have inflicted heavy losses on 
the enemy and rendered him panic-stricken. It goes without saying that for the artillery 
units, independent fiGhting is but one method. The primary misSion of artillery units 
is to fight in coordination with infantry units and to support infantry units in 
major battles in order to annihilate large enemy units. 

T~e independent fiahting method of the crack special units, whose numbers are small but 
whose q.uality is hiGh, ha~ achieved extremely great results. No matter where the enemy 
troops are located and no matter how adequately protected they may be, recardless of 
whether they are U.S. Jr puppet troops Or whether they are in airbases, locistical 
facilities, U.S. officers' quarters, and so forth, with their independent fighting 
method the liberation armed forces! crack special units have been able to seriously 

annihilate them. 
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With boundless courage, marvelous intelligence ~ and 9. thoroughly tested fiehting 
capacity, the crack special units, with their own fighting methods ~ have dealt vigorous 
surprise blows at the enemy a.nd rendered him incapable of' reacting ;:1..0 t1me~ With 
small numbers but high qt::ality, the crack special units have defeated the enemy and 
inflicted with heavy losses on him even in areas where large infantry or artillery 
units have encountered difficulties in organizing combat. The independent fighting 
method of' the crack special units is developing vigorously among the three categories 
of troops. This has created new fightIng abilities and strength for the liberation 
armed forces to annihilate increasingly larger numbers of the enemyis military forces 
everywhere. 

vlith their independent fightinr; methods ~ the southern liberation armed forces I engineering 
units have paralyzed the enemy1s communications~ cut the important strategic routes r 

destroyed military bridges~ attacked the enemy1s mechanized vehi¢les~ and so forth. 
They, have inflicted very serious losses on the enemy. Of cou:rse~ the engineering units 
also have the primary task of supporting the infantry and artillery units in combat. 
Yet, with their independent fighting methods, engineering units have contributed toward 
effectively. annihllat.ing the enemy in a situation in which the liberation a:rmed forces 
are fi.ght:Lng against U.S. troops p who possess plenty of modern weapons and instruments. 

'lith their independent fighting methods, the liberation armed forces' antiaircraft units 
have inflicted considerable losses on the enemy's air force and have restricted to a 
minimum the activities of the enemy's aircraft, especially his helicopters. Although 
they are newly developed.units, the liberation armed forces' antiaircraft units have 
demonstrated a courageous fighting spirit and resourcefulness and have created fighting 
methods which are appropriate for the southern battlefields. As a result, they have 
inflicted considerable losses on the enemy and have caused many difficulties for him 
in developinG the effect of his air force on the southern battlefield. The southern 
liberation armed forces i antiaircraft units have increaslngly matured in combat and 
will certainly deal more serious blows at the U.S. Air Force. 

The fighting methqd based upon coo:rdination among various armed branohes and the inde.., 
pendent fighting methods of each armed branch of the liberation armed forces have 
indicated that the liberation armed forces know how to apply the unlversal princIple 
of concentrating forces to annihilate the enemy and p at the same time p khoW how to 
apply the principle of usinG a small number of troops to defeat a large number of enemy 
troops who possess modern equipment. 

This fact indicates another invention of the people1s war and the Vietnamese military 
art~ not only in the strategiC field do we use a small force against a larger force g 

but in the tactical field, along with using a. large force to strike at a smaller force, 
we use a small force against a larger force~ Events on the South Vietnam battlefield 
have proved that this fighting method is completely and definitely feaSible and Ims 
been fruitfully implemented. Naturally. when the tactics of using a small force to 
fight a large force is applied. we must have the following conditions: the quality of 
units must be h1gh~ the targets must be .chosen carefully; opportunities mu~t be 
created; and the situation maintained, especially when there are flaws developed by 
the enemy; actions must be unexpected and swift; and so forth. 
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With such varied and creative fighting methods, the South Vietnam Liberation Armed 
Forces have been" able to strike at all targets of the enemy in and ours ide fortifi
cat1ons 1 to d'estroy -both the enemy's strength, and war means, and'to attack even the 
enemy1s miiitary headquarters and'bases, logistic bases, communication lines, cities, 
and so forth, thus inflicting heavy damage on the enemy forces in all domains and 
everywhere. 

With these fighting methods, especially the method of coordinated fighting among various 
armed branches, not only have the South Vietnam LAF taken the initiative in counter
attacking and smashing the enemyls counteroffensive strategy, but they have also 
continuously'-attacked the enemy, achieved glorious victories, and strongly developed 
their enemy-attackIng posture on ali battlefronts in the jungle and mountain areas, 
in the rural areas j and in the cities. 

With these fighting methods, the liberation forces have developed to a high degree 
their militant strength, enabling their three categories of troops to develop their 
strong offensive force. Not only have the main force units adopted the method of 
ooordinated fighting among var,ious armed branches I but the regional forces and the 
guerrilla forces are also advancing toward the adoption of this fighting method. As 
a result of their being closely combined with the methods of the political strUGgle, 
these varied imd creaUve fighting methods of the military struggle have become increas
ingly strong and effeotive and have brought about resounding Victories on battlefields. 

A very important factor deciding the Victories of the liberation forces in all battles 
is their skillful and creatiVe fighting methods. Although the U,S. forces have fought 
many "battles, they have not achieved victories because their fiehting methods have 
been clumsy. The f1ghtirig methods of the SJuth Vietnamese armed forces and people 
prevail over those of the U.S., puppet, and satellite forces. They are the methods of 
a creative people1s war and a brave, heroic, unyielding. intelliGent, and resourceful 
people who, though living in a small and less populous country. possess a steadfast 
determination to fight to proteot their fatherland and are resolved and know how to 
defeat the U~S~ imperialist aggressors' armed forces oonsisting of more than a million 
men. 

We have Just dealt with how the strategies and tactics of the South Vietnamese people1s 
war have defeated the strategies and tactios of the limited war of the U.S. imperialists 
and their lacleeys •. But besides the problems of strateg1!ee"AM' tailt1o!>~j""''''h.rc is 
ano.ther very basic problem: How many troops do out' people need to defeat the U.S. 
imperialists' aggressive armed forces of more than a million men? Our people in South 
Vietnam have settled thl$ problem very satisfactorily and successfully, 

On the basis of the development of the peoplels war~ our people in the south have attached 
importance to the building of military and politioal forces, conSidering it a decisive 
problem in order to implement the strategies and tactios of the people I s war. 

Our people in South Vietnam, under the glorious banner of the NFLSV, have developed the 
experiences of the former resistance war against the French and have been able to develop 
a policy on the building of armed and political forces, a policy which is consistent 
with the present .conditions of the anti-U.S. national salvation resistance war. 
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AlthOUgh S:)Uth Vietnam is not large and is less populous 1 the southern compatriots 
have beenatlete build streng military and political forces who have the great 
militant strength and are fully capable of vanquishing' more than a million U.S., 
puppet, and satellite troops who have modern equipmentb This armed forces .. buildlng 
policy consists of mobilizing and arming all people and urglng them to participate ,in 
the war in which· the armed forces are a nucleus force. It is a po11c~r of building 
the armed forces, composed of' three categories of troops ~ along w.ith building increas
ingly larGe and broad poUtical forces of the peopl.e. 

C mcerning the building of the armed forces, our people in the south maintain that to 
develop the people,l. war to a high degree and to step up the armed struggle, it is 
necessary to pay attention to thcbuUding of three categories of troops. It :ts 
necessary to build steady ~ strong$ widesp:read self-defense forces and main-force units .. 

The building and development of the regional forces and main force units must conform 
to the practical conditions of each region and of the battlefield. These concentrated 
armed forces must in fact constitute the core forces in annihilating the enemy's 
military forces, protecting the people~ and achieving increasingly greater successes .. 
The main f'Or~e units must not necessarily possess a strength equalling that of the 
enemy. 'Yet !their quality must be high and their fighting methods must be highly effective 
so that they can deal steel-lil« blows to the enemy. They must be fully capable of 
fighting big annihilating battles. dealing serious blows to the enemy, and changIng 
the situation on the battlefield in our favor. Today the southern peoplels three 
categories of troops--guerrilla forces p regional forces p and main force un1ts~~have 
developed harmoniously. They have been rationally deployed on various battlefields, 
have increasingly developed their great fighting strength, and have been able to 
ehhance their position and improve the strategic effect of the LAF in the anti-U.S. 
national salvation struggle. 

The LAF have been fighting while bu.ilding up their strenGth and have unceasj,ngly improved 
their fighting quality. Along with intensifying political education and military 
training, adequate attention has been paid to improving equipment p weapons $ and combat 
instruments. As a result, all three categories of troops have acquired a greater 
fighting strength and will certainly deal more vigorous blows to the enemy. 

WIth regard to building political forces, the southern people have satisfactorily 
settled the relations between developing their political forces numerically and con
stantly improving the quality of their political forces on the basis of broadening the 
aU-people IS great unity bloc and firmly consolidating the key role of the worl,er
peasant alliance.. T:>day, the southern people's political foroes are very numerous and 
powerful. It is fitting to say that the 14 million southern people are closing their 
ranks and moving forward to attack the enemy through military and political struggles. 

The political corps, which constitutes the core elements of the people's political 
struggle movement, has been strengthened both quantitatively and qualitatively and 
has vigorously developed in the cities as well as in the rural and mountainous areas .. 



The pol.l..tical forces of the 'people in southern cities and towns have developed more 
and more comprehensively and will certainly step up further their political struGgle 
and continuous atto.cl{s aea inst the enemy' 5 lairs. The southern people 15 armed and 
political forces ll;:We been built along a correct and creative lino. As a result, 
they have acquired a tremendous strength, which serves as a basis for stepping up the 
people's vsar, have closely coordinat·ed armed struggle with political struggle, have 
achieved extrencl:,T {~reat successes, and will certainly defeat completely the lJ.S. 
imperialists' t:;',:' :>1' aCercssion and overthrow the puppet administration. 

If' in S-:'uth V1ctnara our armed forces and people under the NFLSV's leadership have 
achieved great victories durinc; the past two years, in North Vietnam our armed forces 
and people, l.:; ~(:cr the leadershiP of the party, government. and respected and beloved 
PreSident IIc$ have defeated the U.S. imperialists I war of destruction and frustrated 
their basic r;CilCy,leS vlhile at the same time continuinc; to build socialism and whole .. 
heartedly supporting the liberation strugGle of the lcith-and-lcin southern compatriots. 
We have mobilized and orGanized all people to participate in resisting the war of dcstruc,· 
tion by positively fighting the enemy and positively enGaging in people's air defenoe. 

In the field of positiv~ly fighting the U.S. air and naval forces, we have mobilized 
all pc-ople to fight. using the armed forces as a nucleus. We have simultaneously 
mobilized and organized all people to emulate in shooting down U.S. aircraft and 
strengthened the antiaircraft defense forces, the coast e;uard forces, and the frontier 
and demarcation line defense forces. 

While developing the capacity of all armed branches and the regional forces and the 
self-defense and militia forces to fight U.S. aircraft, we have developed our antiair
craft defenoe, air forces, and artillery forces and improved their technical and tac
tical standards. 

We have strongly developed the effect of antiaircraft Buns and other ordinary types of 
infantry weapons, while striving to develop the effect of jet fighter planes and anti
aircraft missiles in order to create thick and highly effective firenets. While fightingj 
we have carried out training and drawn experiences from the fiehtinG in order to improve 
the ant1aircraft defense quality of our armed forces. We have positively resisted the 
enemy's planes and warships, while Positively improving our combat activity, and stand 
ready to ficht and defeat the enemy when he ventures to expand the limited war to the 
north. 

The principle of combat adopted by our armed forces in opposing the U.S. imperialists i 

war of destruction through air and naval power is: positively annihilate the enemy, 
protect the tareets the enemy wants to hit, and p~eserve and improve our forces. Only 
by succeeding in annihilating the enemy can 'He protect :lur targets from the enemy and 
preserve and improve our forces. C,mversely t only by succeeding in protectine these 
tareets and preserving and improving our forces can we create favorable conditions to 
annihilate the enemy. On the basis of the concrete situation, sometir.1cs we regard 
annihilating the enemy as the main task and sometil!leS we reeard protecting targets from 
the enemy as the main tas),. Yet normally the principle of positively annihilating 
the enemy is the most basiC and most decisive contents of our task. 

As a result of their thorouGh understanding of the principle of fiGhting aeainst the 
enemy's aircraft and vJarships, the northern armed forces, especially the antiaircraft 
and the air force units. have created nany highly effective fightinG methods. On the 
basis of developing the fighting ability of each armed branch and on the basis of the 
coordination among many armed branches, it is necessary to pay' special attention to 
adopting fiehtinc; methods which are most appropriate to each concrete object of combat. 
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Generally spealcin8~ the objects of combat are the U .. 3" air and naval forces. IIowever, 
on the battlefield in general and in each region p each direction g and each battle in 
particular, it is necessary to determine the concrete objects of combat to be struck v 

as the strel:Jgth of many armed branches. The basic .requirement is to firmly understand 
the enemy1s actions and our own streneth and capabilities in order to determine which 
object must be struck~ and how. 

In the field of active defense, we have stepped up the people!s antiaircraft defense with 
the aim of restrioting the losses in human lives and properties caused by the U.S" Air 
Force and Navy. We have improved the people i s ant:taircarft defense oreaniza tion and 
the alert-veporting organization and strengthened the construction and consolidation 
of shelters and communication trenches everywhere. We have evacuated people fro~ 
the densely populated areas and' adjusted the worl~~ studYb and life habits to war conditions. 
Wo have talcen defense measures against the bombings and shel.lings of the U.S. Air Force 
and Navy and, at the same time~ intensified the protect.ion of security and order and 
talcen precautionary and defense measures against the psychological warfare of the 
enemy ~ as well as aga.inst the evil plot of the reactionaries and spies. 

Events duwing the two years of strUllBling against the war of destruction of the U,S, 
imperialis:t::;; prove that our defense measures have achieved great results. Al though 
the U,S. imperialists have caused certain damages in human lives and properties of 
our people~ basically the life of our troops and people continues to be stable» the 
local economy continues to develop p agricultural production oontinues to increase g 

communication and t:ransport is not interrupted, and general education p as well as 
other cultural and artistic activities~ continue to develop~ Naturally these results 
have their origin in the fact that our people have satisfactol'.ily fulfilled the task 
of fighting and producing at the same time. But it is obvious that the defense measures 
have made an important contribution to this task. 

Events during the two years of struggling against the war of destruction and tactics of 
our army I s amI people i s struggle against enemy planes and warships are completely 
correct and have achieved great results. We have downed almost 2~300 fighter planes 
of the U.S. imperialists', sunk and burnt many commando boats and warships of the 
enemyis navy~ annihilated and captured enemy pilots. We have forced the U.So imperialists 
to pay a high price for their violations of our airspace and territorial waters. 

In addition to actively counterattacking the enemy I s planes and warships and act.ively 
taking de'fense measures. we have made timely changes in the direction of our economic • building and development and actively maintained and developed communications and 
transport on all communication lines a especially on roads leading to the frontline~ 
This is a very important success which our people have achieved under the leadership 
of the party. the Government and PreSident 110. 

Thanks to the fact that we have changed the direction of our econom.ic buildine and 
development in 'good time, we have been able to pursue our soc.ialist construction 
under fierce war conditions. The economy of the socialist north in war time has 
satisfied people I s ,Jar and Provided our people with sufficient strength to fight for 
a long time and victoriously. 

On the production frontl our people have strenethened revolutionary heroism~ overcome 
all difficulties~ and valiantly produced even though the war of destruction has become 
increasinely fierce. Even in the areas where the enemy has attacked continuouslYi 
such as Vinh L.inh, Quang Binhp and, other locallties p our people have stuck fast to their 
positions on land and sea and in fact~ries, fighting and producing well at the same time. 
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Thanks "to actively protecting and developinG communications and transport, we have 
satisfactorily insured the demands of the frontline, as well as the demands of economic 
building, cultural development J and the people 1 s life. Our pooples have smoothed out 
all our difficulties and hardships and disreearded sacrifices while ins urine the 
continuity of communications and transport with the aim of bringing a large amount of 
goods to tho frontline and serving the frontline in .cood tir.!o and efficaciously. Tl1is 
is a very ereat exploit of impol'tant strateeic significance. This exploit h0.5 defeated 
the wicked and evil denign of the U.S. imperialists of creating obstacles to our com
munications, thus hopine to stop the support of the Great rear to the creat frontline. 

It is obViOUS that our people's war has defeated the war of destruction of the U.S. 
imperialists. In the fire of war, the socialist north has become increasingly more 
powerful. The ali .. peoPle solidarity bloc has becor.J.e increasingly firm and has become 
increasinely hieh. Some 17 million northern compatriots are siding with 34 million 
southern l<1th-ond-kin compatriots to strucgle until final victory. 

The U.S. imperialists have sustained heavy defeats in their war of destruction 
aGainst the north of our country_ All their strateGic deSigns have gone banl~rupt. 
It is obViOUS that the independent activIties of an air force--even if it is the 
modern air force of the U.S. imperialists .... cannot have the effect of decidine victory 
on the battlefield. The U.S. air force can cauco cartain damaces to our people J but 
it surely cannot· shake· our people IS roclcline determination to oppose the Al!!cricans 
for national salvation. It surely cannot save the U.S. imperialists from complete 
defeat in their aggressive war against the south. The north's big victories demon
strate the great power of the people's war and of the socialist system. This power 
has dealt and will deal heavy blows at the U.S. Air Force. smashing the so-called 
superiority of the U.S. Air Force. 

Our people throuehout the country have won big victories. Our people are tal~ing 
advantage of these victories to rush forward and defeat the U.S. imperialist aggressors 
in both the north and south, win increasingly bigger victor1~.J and.:win final victory. 

····-l 
I 
, 
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Part IV--Four conclusions drawn from the two-year old anti.-U .S. national salvation 
resistance. Basing ourselves on the war situation during the past two years, on the 
heavy de.feats of the U ~S. imperial1st5~ and on the big victories of our peoplej) we can 
draw the following .four conclusions;: 

A--Our people won big victories during a very important phase of the local war str"tegy 
of the U.S. imperialists. The possibili.ty of inflicting complete military defeat upon 
more than a million of U.S., puppet, and satellite troops 1s becoming .. reality. 

It can be said that the last two years are a very important phase of the local war 
strategy of the U.S. imperialists. They have exerted very great war eff.orts. During 
the last two years, they heve massively increased their troops, boosting quickly the 
total ot: U.S. expeditionary troops in South Vietnam from 50,000 to about 500,000 men 
and the total of U.S., puppet, and satellite troops to over a million men. They have 
concentrated their troops to launch two strategic counteroffensives in South Vietnam 
and, at the same time, undertaken very serious e'scalation steps in their war ot 
destruction against North Vietnam. They have poured an enormous quantity of modern 
war means into the battlefield and resorted to very cruel war measures, hoping to 
achieve a decisive victory and bring the war to a turning pOint. 

But they ha. ... ""stained heavy defeats. They have not only been unable to achieve a 
turning potnt toward victory, but have been forced to take a step backward toward 
defeat. All their strategic objectives--from searching and ,destx:oyin!'!the' enemy's 
regulars, pacifying the countryside, consolidating the puppet army, and stabilizing 
the Saigon puppet government to encircling and isolating the southern revolution--have 
gone bankrupt ignominiously. The strategic efficiency of U.S. troops have been 
reduced obviously. As for the puppet troops, they s.eem to be losing 1n combativity. 

During the past two years, our people have passed through many fierce challenges and 
achieved many big victories, victories having a strategic meaning in both military and 
political fields. On the southern battletield--a decisive battlefield--the army and 
people of the heroic south, under the glorious NFLSV banner, have developed the great 
people's war to an unprecedentedly high level by stepping up both the military and 
Political struggles and by continually attacking the enemy. The compatriots and 
liberation armed forces in the south have annihilated an important part of the U.S., 
puppet, and satellite military forces, developed their own military and political. 
forces very quickly, made the balance of forces tilt. in our favor day by day, further 
developed their initiative on the battlefield, consolidated the liberated areas, 
further enlarged the tront for uniting all the people for the anti-U.S. national 
salvation struggle, isolated the U.S. agEressors and the country-selling traitors, and 
continuously heightened the determination of all the people to fight and win. 

On the northern battlefield, our army and people under the leadership of the party, 
headed by respected and beloved ~resident Ho, have successively deteated all the war 
escalation steps of the U.S. imperialists and inflicted heavy losses upon them, thus 
causing them to become more embarrassed and stalemated in their aggressive war in 
Vietnam. The increasingly strong and powerful socialist north has been strongly 
developing its role of the great rear toward the great frontline. 

The victories that our people throughout the country have won during the past two years 
are comprehensive victories in the military and political fields. In the recent past, 
the U.S •. imperialists have concentrated their troops on carrying out their war policy 
in order to invade our country. That is why our people have been forced to concentrate 
our troops ,,!,d activities on the task of defeating the U.S. bandits on the battlefield. 
OUr people are. defeating an army of over a million U.S., puppet, and satellite troops. 
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This is a military victory of great significance, a heavy blow at the aggressive 
will of the U.S. war maniacs who are uSing the policy of force to subdue our people 
and conquer the south of our country. This great victory of our army and people is 
eloquent proof demonstrating the great power of the people's war of our country, is a 
firm argument upon Which we can base ourselves to conclude that we are fully able to 
completely defeat over a million U.S., puppet, and satellite troops in the military 
field. This ability is becoming a ~eality. 

B--OUr people's victory is first of all the victory of the people's warfare strategy 
and tactics and the victory of the anti-U.S. national salvation victory. 

The'victory of an armed struggle depends on many factors, the nature of the war, the 
comparison of forces between the two camps, the strength and quality of the armed 
forces, the fighting spirit of the armed forces and people, the economic and military 
potentials, the strategic and tactical leadership. the international assistance, and 
so forth. 

With respect to our country, which is a small and not very populous country and which 
has to oppose an imperialist ring leader who has carried out a great military build-up 
with powerful. weapons, not only must we have great determination to fight and win, but 
we must also know how to fight and to win, that is, We must have a good fighting 
method to be able to defeat the enemy. 

The people's warfare strategy and tactics, an important part of our anti-U.S. national 
salvation struggle. not only have developed the determination to fight and win and the 
latent potential of our people, but have also developed to the utmost the intelligence 
and stratagem of our peoPle to defeat the enemy. OUr people's warfare strategy and 
tactics have succeeded in concentrating our people1s creativeness under the leadership 
of a correct political and military policy. Moreover, with the experiences of our 
ancestors in the struggle aga1nst foreign invaders in the old days and the experiences 
of the revolutionary wars in other countries, they brought about glorious victories 
in our people's resistance against the French colonialists. 

Today, our people's war strategy and tactics have further developed 1n an inspiring 
and creative manner, have defeated the Americans and puppets -in their special war 
strategy, and are defeating them in their limited war strategy. During the past 
years, our people's war strategy and tactics have directly tested their strength 
with that of the strategy and tactics of the U.S. imperialists, the arch imperialists, 
in whom the essence of the bourgeois military doctrine is concentrated. Through 
challenges, our people's war strategy and tactics have demonstrated their superiority 
and invincible strength, whereas the enemy's strategy and taotics have proved to be 
ineffective, old, weak, and decadent along with the decadence and decl1ne of 
imperialism. 

Our people's war strategy and tactics have radically upset the bourgeois military 
doctrine '5 viewpoint on the balance of power between two sides and ha've driven' the 
imperialists' viewpoint on relying upon weapons into complete bankruptcy. Our 
people's war strategy and tactics have driven the enemy 1nto a situation in which 
his forces remain insufficient even though they are numerous. He is slow, even 
though he possesses high mobility. He fails to acquire strength, on the offensive 
as well as on the defensive, even though he has large numbers of a1rcraft# artillery 
pieces, and mechanized vehicles. 
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Besides, he has exhibited many weaknesses and pitfalls. Although the war has not 
yet come to an end, it is fitting to say that our people's war strategy and tactics 
have defeated the Americans' limited war strategy and tacHes. The successes and 
invincible strength of our peoPle's war strategy and tactics are paving the way tor 
greater successes in the days ahead. In a war" once one has .f.allen .into a strategic 
and tactical stalemate, he can by no means ward off his final defeat even if he 
possesses plenty of troops" weapons, and money. This is the stalemated situatj.on in 
which the U.S. imperialists find themselves. 

The great successes aChieved by our people have proved that our anti-U.S. salvatIon 
line is completely correct, Our anti-U.S. national salvation line reflects not only 
the ironlike determination of our armed forces and people, but also the fact that in 
adopting this line we have ourselves firmly grasped the military science of Marxism
Leninism and the art of war leadership, made a scientific analysis of our own strong
pOints and weaknesses and those of the enemy and an analysis of the balance of power 
between both sides, correctly evaluated the enemyls scheme, thereby setting forth a 
correct direct10n with a view to achieving success tor 9ur people's resistanceo 

This line has mobilized and organized all our people and has developed the strength of 
our entire country to defeat the U.S. aggressors. This line has been deeply Imbuell, 
with the .~;R~,.it of independence and the spirit of relying mainly on our own strength, 
while attachlnj! great importance to the assl.stance of the fraternal socialist countries 
and the progressive people allover the world, including the progressive American people. 
This line has not only held aloft the patriotic banner of our people's struggle for 
independenoe and freedom, but has also highly demonstrated our people's proletarian 
internationalist spirit. beoause our people'. anti-U.S. national salvation struggle 
is an ,important oontribution to the common struggle for peace, national independence, 
democracy, and socialism waged by progressive people throughout the world. 

It is for this reason that the prestige of our resistance has been increasingly 
enhanced and the support of the world's peoples for our people has become more and 
more vigorous. No national liberation struggle in history has ever obtained as much 
vigorous and comprehensive sympathy and support from the world 1s peoples as does our 
people's anti-U.S. national salvation reSistance t6day ••. The U.S. imperialists have 
sought by every means to weaken our resistanoe forces, Yet, they have failed. They 
have been disastrously isolated in the world. The success of the anti-U.S., national 
salvation line is also the glorious success of our party's true Marxist-Leninist line 
and spirit of independence, self-reliance, and international solidarity. 

C-""The longer the tight, the more mature our forces, and the weaker the enemy forces. 
Through our anti-U,S. national reBistanoe, all forces of our people have gone through 
ordeals and become increasingly mature. On the vast frontline, through two years ot 
direct confrontation with the U.S. expeditionary troops. not only have the southern 
army and people scored great ach~evements9 but they have also gained many rich 
fighting experiences. The liberation armed forces have become increasingly mature, 
their fighting effect and their strategiC efficiency have been more and more increased, 
and their offenSive impetus has become increasingly st.ronger. 

- -----'-r-
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The NFI.SV has been increasingly consolidated and enlarged and has increasingly 
strengthened the people's Political forces. The liberated areas have been enlarged 
and firmly consolidated. The political struggle movement has been widely developed. 
The people in the southern cities are rising up to struggle more and more fiercely 
against the U.S. aggressors and the country-selling Vietnamese traitors. 

In the north, as the people 1s armed forces have been developed in quantity, as their 
quality has been increased, and as they have also learned trom the southern liberation 
armed. forces' fighting experiences, theIr fighting strength has been comprehensively 
increasedo 

The U.S. imperialists have attacked the north in a very fierce manner, but our people 
have never been shaken. and their fighting determination has constantly been heightened. 
Our army and people have ever more valiantly engaged in production and combat, are 
determined to insure good communications and transportation, and have devoted themselves 
to supporting the frontline. Never before was the kith-and-kin northern-southern love 
expressed so ardently and deeply as it is now by the 17 million northern compatriots 
in their production and combat efforts and in support of the frontline. The northern 
army and people fear no sacrifices and hardships and are devoting efforts day and night 
to .fulfilling their task toward the vast frontline with the spirit of "all fdr the 
frontline and all for victory." 

As for the enemy, although his economic and military potential is great, it ls, however, 
obvious that the more he intensifies the war of aggreSSion in Vietnam, the more 
weakened he becomes, and the more difficulties he encounters. Although great, the U.S. 
military forces have been scattered in many parts of the world. The U.S. imperialists 
must cope with the national liberation movement, with the socialist bloc, with the U.S. 
people, and with other imperialist countries. 

The U.S. imperialists cannot mobilize all their forces for the war of aggression in 
Vietnam. The present force-mobilizing level has far exceeded initial U.S. forecasts 
and is at sharp variance with U.S. global strategy. At present, the united States does 
not have enough troops to meet Westmoreland's requirements. In the days ahead I even 
it the U.S. imperialists send more forces to the south, they will remain unable to 
stop the decline of the U.S. expeditionary and the puppet troop •• 

The U.S. troops' fighting spirit has declined, and the U.S. officers' leadership is 
very poor. Westmoreland remains unable to find any method Which can help the U.S. 
imperialists extricate themselves from their deadlocked Situation, and to discover any 
way to help increase the U.S. troops' efficiency and to recover the puppet troops' 
strength, which has become more and more exhaustedo 

The (?enemy's) weakness stems from his contradictions and his baSic weak points. but 
is als.o attributable to a decisive factor: The invincible strength and the great 
achievements of our people. 

OUr maturity stems from the radiant Just cause of the anti-U.S. national salvation 
reSistance, the all-peOPle great unity bloc with the determination to fight and win, 
the correct anti-U.S. national salvation lines, and the strategies and tactics of the 
invincible people's war, the tenacious, indomitable tradition, the potential strength, 
and the fighting experiences of our people in countering foreign aggreSSion, the 
absolute superiority of the vast rear--the socialist north--and the strong and wide 
sympathy and support of the brothe.rly socialist countries and progressive people in the 
world. Facts in the past years have proved that the. more we fight the stronger we 
become, and the more the enemy fights the weaker he becomes. This is the law of the 
protracted, hard D but certainly victorious resistance of our people. 



D~~The past great aohievements are a firm base for our people to move forward to win 
final victory. The enemy's heavy setbacks will certainly lead him to complete defeat. 
At the outset, everything is difficult to do. J.n the past two years, the ant.i-U .S., 
national salvation resistance of our people has gone through fierce or_~eals and has 
initially defeated the U.S. imperialists' local war strategy. As we have succeeded in 
overcoming all difficulties at the beginning, we will certainly succeed in overcoming 
all. the forthcoming difficUlties and hardships in a more advantageous manner. The 
recent great achievements are a firm base for' our people to move forward to win final 
victory. 

We do not subjectively evaluate our successes. Pres.ident Ho has said: "The nearer 
victory is, the more hardships there will be." The U.S. imperialists are still very 
stubborn and cunning. Yet, no matter hoW frantically they may writhe, they will 
certainly not be able to change the situation to avoid final defeat. They can by no 
means turn the cause of defeat into the cause of victory, but will merely deepen the 
causesleading them toward defeat. Taylor himself, Who initiated the flexible reaction 
strategy and who once directly led the U.S. War ot aggression in Vietnam, had to 
admit in his latest work entitled "Responsibility and Reaction" that the Americans 
committed an error in choosing the time, place, and objective in this war. Taylor 
complained that the Americans have sent troops to South Vietnam in an instinctive 
rather than a oalculated manner and that the Americans committed themselves too late 
yet too deeply to a war which is very costly in terms of human and material resources. 
He said tha'c the puppet Saigon army and administration are too weak, are on the decline, 
and so forth. 

The U.S. imperialists will certainly meet with complete defeat in their war of 
aggreSSion in Vietnam, because they have encountered a people who not only have a 
determination to fight and win, but who also know how to fight and defeat all 
aggressive enemies. The territory of Vietnam is not vast and its population 1s not 
large. Yet, the Vietnamese people possess tI'aditions of indomitabilIty and a very high. 
spirit of self-relianoe and have deteated all aggressive enemies. In the past few 
decades, our Vietnamese people, relying mainly on their own strength, defeated the 
Japanese fasoists and the French col.onialist aggressors and the U.S. interventionists. 
Today, our people have defeated the Americans' special war strategy and are defeating 
more than 1 million U.S., puppet, and satellite troops in their limited war strategy. 

This eloquent fact proves that in the present age, even though a people be small, but 
have a determination to unite and fight for independence and freedom in accordance 
with correct and creative political and military lines, they know how to rely mainly 
on their own strength, hoW to develop the favorable conditions of their time, and hoW 
to launch a peoPle's war in conformity with the characteristics and situation of their 
own country. Having effective fighting methods, they are tully capable of defea'ting 
and will certainly defeat all aggressive enemies, including the U.S. imp.I'ialists. 

Can a small country, which relies mainly upon its own strength, defeat the limited war 
of aggression of the U.S. imperialists, the archimperialists who possess great military 
and economic potentials? This is the burning question of our time. The Vietnamese 
people are replying to this question with their glorious victories. These victories 
are the Vietnamese people's great contribution to the world's peoples. History has 
entrusted this glorious mission to our people. OUr people are resolved te devote all 
their minds and abilities to completely defeating the U.S. aggressors and thereby 
fulfilling this historiC task. 
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Part V--The U.S. imperialists' forthcoming plots and our task 

The U.S. imperialists are confronted with a tragic war situation. On the military 
front, the U.S. imperialists' strategy has showed that it is ineffective and failing. 

Following the failure of the two large-scale strategic counteroffensives, the U.S. 
imperialists are now at a crossroad; Must the war be limited or expanded? If the war 
is to be expanded, to what degree must it be expanded? Must efforts be mainly 
concentrated on stepping UP the WB.r ot: aggression in the south or seelcing a turning 
point by attacking the north? Since the quick victory strategy met with failure 
and since it is necessary to fight a protracted war, how long will it drag on? What 
is to be done to increase the U.S. troops' fighting efficiency, which is very poor, 
to strengthen the puppet troops, 'who have increasingly declined, and to t;lscape a 
passive, scattered, and defensive position, and to carry out an Offensive strategy? 

All these strategic problems are puzzling and very urgent for the U.S. imperialists. 
From Johnson and McNamara to Westmoreland, they all have clearly realized their 
bogged down and deadlocked situation ,in Vietnam but have not yet l'ound any new 
solution. They have, at last, resorted to the troop~reintorcement measure. However, 
they are encountering big difficulties with this problem. If small reinforcements 
are sent in, it will be impossible to remedy the situation of the U.S. troops who are 
endangered on the battlefields. If large reinforcements are sent in, this will 
greatly in:t'1uenoe the U.S. people's political and economic Hfe and the U.S. strategy 
in the world and will not succeed in saving the U.S. imperialists from ,complete 
failure. 

On the political front, the pacification mission has met with increasingly greater 
failure and has made no progress. The puppet troops have been increasingly weakened 
and have lost more and more of their strategic efficiency. Following the deceitfUl 
election, the puppet administration remains unable to escape their conflictu,g, 
confused, and lost situation. The contradictions among the lackeys of the Americans, 
among the puppet generals, and between the military faction and the civilian cliques 
have become ever more acute. 

The U.S. imperialists resorted to the deceitful election farce with the aim of 
applying a new layer of paint on the Thieu-Ky clique. However, through this farce, 
the Thieu-Ky olique'. race of count;ry-selling Vietnamese traitors and lackeys of the 
Americans has been exposed ever more clearly. U.S. public opinion also acknowledged 
that :rhieu and, Ky ar'e shameless and inefficient. The puppet Saigon administration 
has become increasingly isolated and imperiled, in the face of the widespread and 
vigorous development of the struggle of the heroic southern army and people. 

In the international arena, the U.S. imperialists are also confronted with new 
difficulties. Since they have been tied firmly to the war of aggression in Vietnam 
and have surfered one failure after another, the U.S. imperialists have increasingly 
revealed thej.r weaknesses and flaws. Revolutionary people the world over have more 
clearly realized that the U.S. imperialists are wealthy but not strong and that their 
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economic and military potential, although great, are nonetheless limited. The U.S, 
imper'ialists ave being defeated by a small but heroic peoPle. The more they prolong 
the war of aggression in Vietnam, the more the U.S. imperialists are isolated 
politically in the world. 

In the present conflict in the Middle East and Near East, the U.S. imPerialists have 
to cope with a-new front. ':'rhe temporary' military victories of the Israeli mercenaries, 
the lackeys of the Americans, did not put an end to the boiling naHonal liberation 
movement of the Arab countries in this area but were an event that mal'ked a new 
step of this movement. The people in the Arab oountries are firmly pursuing their 
struggle and will certainly pursue it to liberate themselves. 

The temporary victories of the U.S. imperialists and the Israeli mercenaries have 
become their [word indistinct] mistakes and are causing them increa.inglygreater 
difficulties in all fields. 

In Latin America, which the U.S. imperialists have always considered (1an extension 
of their territory), the revolutionary movement has been developed vigOrously, and 
the Latin Amerioan people have stood up to struggle against the U.S. imperialists' 
interventionist and aggressive policy and the reactionary governments, the lackeys of 
the Americans, in this part of the world. 

In the United S.tates itself, the Johnson government is confronted with the 
contradictions among the U.S. ruling clique and the U.S. people's increaSingly 
s·.ronger protest. The U .3. Negroes' boiling and widespread struggle is a fierce 
offensive bloW dealt both at the Johnson clique's domestic and .foreign policies. 
Never before has U.S, President Johnson been so deadlocked as he is now. On 
14 August 1967 U,S, NEWS & WORLD REPORT admitted that war, racial conflict, the 
growing budget deficit, and troubles with the Congress, with the allies, and wi.th 
the dollar are bad news which are pressing the government from all directions. 
Suddenly, the situation at the White House has become like that of a building whose 
roof is about to cave in. 

Although they are encountering difficulties and stalemate in Vietnam, in the world, 
and even in the United States because of their stubborn, warlike, and aggressive 
nature and because they possess economic and military potentials, the U.S. 
imperialists still continue to adopt a policy of military strength in prosecuting 
their war of aggreSSion in our country. What are the U.S. imperialists' plans? 

A--They will continue to step up the limited war on a large scale by increasing the 
number of U.S. troops in the south and staging fierce raids against the north. After 
making extensive calculations and weighing the pros and cons, Johnson has decided to 
increase the number of U.S. troops in the south by another 50,000 men, thus bringing 
the total number of U.S. forces in South Vietnam to overhalf a million by July 1968. 

Yet, the U.S. imperialists are in a difficult and stalemated situation in Vietnam 
not because they lack troops, but because their war of aggression is unjust, because 
they have committed many errors in exerting leadership over the war, and because they 
have been in a strategiC stalemate and taotical criSis. For this reason, even if they 
increase their troops by another 50,000, 100,000, or more, they cannot extricate 
themselves from their comprehensive stalemate in the southern part ot our country. 
They cannot overcome their soattered, passive, and defensive battle posit1on9 cannot 
achieve any turning point favorable to them, and can by no means cope with the 
increasingly vigorous and resolute Offensive thrust of the heroic southern armed 
forces and people. 



It can be asserted that even if they increase the number of U.S. troops in the 
south by another 100,000, 200,000, or more, the U.S. imperialists will certainly 
sustain more serious defeats in. the southern part of our country. 

Recently, on his ninth trip to Sai.gon, McNamara urged Westmoreland to improve the 
efficiency of the present number of U.S .. troops in the south, in order to raise the 
present combat ratio of one out of eight U.S. servicemen. Yet, how can Westmoreland 
do so at a time when U.S. and puppet troops a're scattered in many areas· and performing 
many tasks? This situation is i.rremediable. The organization of the U.S. troops 
depends heavily upon war equipment and technology and, as a result~ it is very 
cumbersome an.d r.equires enormous logistical support. If weaponry, technologY', and 
logistical support were reduced, the U.S. troops would not be able to perform 
their combat misSion, because they would be deprived of what they regard as their 
strength. After all is said and done, the ratio of U.S. expeditionary troops 
actually engaged. in combat will continue to be 1m-f. This is a bitter fact, a. weakness, 
and a major difficulty fer the U.S. imperialist aggressors. 

The U.S. imperialIsts are planning to build a barrier along the temporary military 
demarcation line. Yet, no well-fortified barrier can avoid collapsing in the face of 
our people's s·t"ength. As a result of the construction of this barrier, ('!U.S.) 
troops would become more sca.ttered and would be trapped in a passive and de,fensive 
situation. 

The U.S. imperialists hold that to rapidly settle the war, it is necessary for their 
air and naval forces ·to intenSify their raids against the north. They are stepping 
up their strikes at our lines of communic9.tions on. land and on waterwa.ys, industrial 
establishments, cities and towns, populated areas, and so forth. Yet, MoNamara him
self recently admitted that with the bombing of new targets in the north, no matter 
What results l.t may bring, the Uni.ted States cannot win or shorten the war and that 
the problem 1s that the war must be settled on the ground in South Vietnam. 

At present, in their stalmated Situation, the U.S. imperialists will writhe even more 
frantically. They may stage fierce strikes against our cities, villages, and 
populated areas, further, intenSity their strikes against our lines of communioations, 
step up their bombing and strafing of our dams and dikes, and strengthen their blockade 
ot: our ooastal areas. Nevertheless, they defin.itely cannot ,shake our people I s 
determination to completely defeat the U.S. aggressors in order to protect the north, 
liberate the south, and proceed toward reunifying the fatherland. 

OUr people are not afraid of undertaking sacrifices and hardships and are not afraid 
of any threat of the Americans. With their intense patriotism, their intelligenoe and 
creativenessj/ and their tremendous organizational abilIty, our people are resolved to 
make the north more and more powerful economically and in the field of national defense 
to insure that prod'Uc,t1on achieves ,further progress amid the flames of war, to insure 
uninterrupted communications and transport under all circumstances, and to insure that 
all our people' IS needs p especiall.y the requirements o.t" the frontline, are met. 

Using a large expeditionary corps to wage .aggression in the southern part of our 
country is one of the most serious strategiC errprs in the history of U.S. imperialism. 
In this strategic error. th~ use of air and naval forces to extend the war to the 
northern part of our country is also one of the most serious errors and one of the 
most stupid measures adopted by the U.S. imperialists. Regardless ot this fact, the 
U.S. general and field grade officers at the Pentagon have claimed that only by 
escalating the war against the north can the initiative be regained and the situation 
reversedo 
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It is obvious that, faced with continuous defeats, the stupid U.S. imperial.1sts 
have become more stupid. The more they increase the number of thelr troops and 
the further they escalate the war of destruction against the north, the more isolated 
they become pOlitically, and the more ignominious defeats they wiU sustain not only 
in the north, but also 'in the south, and mainly in the south. 

B--The U.S. imperialists may adventurously expand their limited war all over our 
country. We have adequately prepared ourselves to cope wIth this possibility. It the 
U.S. impe'rlalists expand the limited war to the north, it is certain that they :w1.l1 
rapidly meet with complete defeat. Although they have more than 1 million troops 
at their disposal, the U.S. imperialists have been defeated in the south. It they 
expand the war to the north with infantry troops, how many more troops Would be 
sufficient? Attacking the north means opening another large battlefield. The U.S. 
imperialists' forces wou:Ld become more saattered and Would be annihilated more easily. 

We have adequately prepared ourselves and are ready to deal annihilating blows at the 
U.S. imperialists if they adventurously send infantry troops to the north. If they 
expand the war to the north~ the war would become more complex, because by attacking 
the north they would be attacking the mainland of a member country of the socialist 
oamp. In this enlarged war, the U.S. imperialists woUld meet with incalculable 
serious Q·01li;seQ.uences. 

The war would not develop acoording to the U.S. imperialists' subjeotive 
expectations. It would also depend on the policy and aotions of their adversary. 
OUr people are prepared to annihilate the aggressors. The U.S. imperialists may extend 
the war to the Royal Kingdom of Laos and intensify their provocations against the 
Royal Kingdom of Cambodia. 

The U.S. imperialist,s have been passive and defeated in their aggression in 
South Vietnam. It they expand the war all over the Indochinese peninsula, they 
will certainly enoounter greater difficUlties and sustain more serIous defeats. 
The Vietnamese, Laos, and Cambodian peoples, united in lite as well as in death, 
will fight side by side against the common enemy, the U.S. imperialist aggressors, 
to gain complete victory for the three brotherly peoples on its beloved Indochina 
peninsula. All the activities of the U.S. imperialists clearly prove that they are 
very obdurate. Despite theii' bitter defeats, they still perSist in continuing their 
aggression against the southern part of our country. They are striving to step up 
their criminal war of aggression. 

Faced with this Situation, the anti-U.S. national salvation resistance of our people 
sets forth new great and urgent tasks and requirements. With the great victories 
they have scored, our people in both zones will closely unite, overcome all 
difficulties and hardships, strongly develop their offensive pOSition, resolutely 
smash all war attempts of the IT.S. imperialists, rush ahead and completely defeat 
over 1 million U.S., rebel, and satellite troops, fulfill the glorious historical 
mission, and lead the anti-U.S. national salvation enterprise to final victory. 

In South Vietnam, the great frontline of the fatherland, the compatriots and heroic 
Liberation Armed Forces have not ceased enhancing their indomitable spirit, bravery, 
and intelligence, overcoming all hard tests, and writing the most glorious pages 
of history of the heroio Vietnamese people, The South Vietnamese people have raised 
high their victorious banner and have sho~ themselves worthy of the indomitable 

,traditions of Nguyen Dinh Chieu, Truong Dirth, Thu Khoa Huan, worthy of the Nam Ky 
uprising traditions, worthy of the title ot the brass fortress of the fatherland, 
and worthy of the confidenoe of the Whole nation and of beloved President Ho. 

1 
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The South Vietnamese people are heroic. The whole nation is directing its eyes toward 
the compatriots and combatants of South Vietnam and is closely uniting with South 
Vietnam in an unshakable belief that the South Vietnamese people will certainly be 
victorious and the Vietnamese people will certainly be victorious. Under the national 
liberation .front1s leadership, the armed forces and people of South Vietnam are 
striving to develop their victories, harassing the enemYt developing their initiatives» 
and stepping up the peoplels warfare' on the various battlefields. 

Following the victorious 1966"'1967 w.inter-spring campaign, the armed forces and people 
of South Vietnam are rushing forward and attacking the enemy on both fields, military 
and political, in the mountain and delta regions as well as in urban centers. From 
Tri Thien, the Fifth Zone, and Tay Nguyen high plateau, to eastern, central, and 
western Mam Eo, the guerrilla and large~size forces are strongly developing their 
effectiveness, inflioting heavy losses on the enemy, and further driving the enemy 
into a stalemate. 

On the South Vietn,lm battlefield, the Liberation Armed Forces are clearly showing 
their ability in ""stroying U.S. battalions and rebel battle groups. in the days 
ahead, the L:i.beration Armed Forces will certa:lnly hit hard and score great victories. 
They will repeat.edly harass the enemy and destroy many large U.S. and rebel units 
and achieve more resomlding victories. On the South Vietnam battlefield, the 
guerrilla activities have been further developed. 1> -I::1-),e d::l,,,s ahead, the guerrilla 
activities will clearly sho" their ability in annihilating the enemy everywhere, 
scattering the enemy ,in ox'der to fight them, and together with J.a.l.'ge .. size batt.Leb, 
scoring many greater victories. 

Along with military activities in South Vietnam, the political struggles are directly 
affecting the enemy, destroying the fighting will of the U.S. troops, and dismantling 
the rebel administration and armed forces. In the days ahead, the political struggle 
of the South Vietnamese people, especially those in the urban centers, will 
certainly score more glorious victories. In developing the victorious 1966-1967 
campaign, along with the repeated and overall attacks against the enemy, the armed 
forces and peoPle of South Vietnam are striving to strengthen and develop the 
liberated areas and to mobilize more manpower and wealth to further step up and 
lead the resistance to final victory. 

In mid-August, in an enthusiastic atmosphere of the resounding victories throughout 
the South Vietnam battlefields, the national liberation front held an extraordinary 
session to approve the front1s Political program, aimed at further developing the 
past great victories of the South Vietnam revolution, meeting the present requirements' 
of the situation and the revolution, and paving the way for greater victories in the 
anti-U .S. national. salvation struggle ot the heroic South Vietnamese people. 

The political program set forth the national salvation objectives and tasks of our 
southern people: to unite all the peoPle, to resolutely defeat the U.S. imperialists I 
war of aggression t to overthrow the puppet administ.:'a-cion, to form a broad national 
and democratiC coalition administl'ation, to build an independent, democratic, 
peaceful, neutral, and prosperous South Vietnam, and to proceed toward peaceful 
reunificiation of the fatherland. The front's political program is the heroic southern 
people1s great national unity banner, a banner of determination to fight and win, and 
a banner of determination to completely defeat the U.S. aggressors. 
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It is a bugle call which urges the 14 million southern people to take advantage of 
their victories to surge forward to defeat more than 1 minion U.s., puppet, and 
satellite troops and win great and (?heroic) victories. 

In the light of the pOlitical program "ecerL'~l.y proclaimed by the front, the heroic 
southern people will certainly develop vIgorously all. the potential capabilities o.f 
the people, develop their offensive thrust, step up their armed and Political struggle, 
make the great people's war develop to a new degree, and completely defeat the UoS. 
aggressors and their lackeys. 

In the north, under the leadership of the party Central Committee and government, 
headed by respected and beloved President Ho~ our armed forces and people are 
Simultaneously engaged, wholeheartedly and to the best of their ability, in p~oduotion 
and combat and lJe. resolutely fulfilling the large rear base's obligation toward the 
la.rge .frontline.. F01~ more than two years t our northern anmed forces and people have 
overoome all dif£icult1es t fought courageously, and scored many great aChievements in 
production and combat and in serving the frontline. Our fight will. be more violent 
in the days ahe'ado Therefore, the tasks of our armed forces and peOPle will be 
heavier and require us to make outstanding efforts to achieve greater successes in all 
fields. 

The present glorious and heavy tasks of the north, which have been set forth by our 
party, government t and President Ho, are: To simultaneously perform production and 
combat, to pool human and material resources t to contribute toward defeating the 
enemy's war of destruction against the north, to determineqly step up production 
under all war circumstances t to support the southern revolution wholeheartedly and 
to the best of our ability, and t at the same timet bo take precautionary measures 
against the U.S. imperialists' schemes to expand the limited war all over our country. 
We must thoroughly and deeply grasp these tasks and strive resolutely to carry them 
out by every means~ Concerning combat, we must step UP the people l s war, resolute"ly 
defeat the U.S. imperialists' war of destruction against the northern part of our 
country, and hold aloft the banner of determination to defeat the U.S. aggressors 
through valiant and skillful acts. 

Our armed forces and people must appropriately punish all new war escalation steps 
taken by the U.S. imperialists. Wemust vigorously develop the moral, mater.ial, 
politioal, and military strength of the socialist north and, at the same time, 
ef.fectively use the aSSistance of the socialist countries in order to defeat the 
U.S. aggressors. We must regularly heighten our vigilance and firmly grasp the 
continuous, protracted, and resolute character of our task of fighting against the 
U.S. imperialists' war of destruction. We have never nourished any illusions about the 
U.S. imperialists' good will for peace. Only by dealing vigorous and continuous 
bloWS at their air, naval, and artillery forces, conflicting heavy losses on them, and 
reducing their forces and aggressive determination can we check their criminal hands. 
Dealing vigorous anq continuous blows at the U.S. imperialists' air, naval, and 
artillery forces constitute the most realistic and most effective act aimed at 
insuring coordination with the herOic southern armed forces and people and, at the 
same time~ is a great encouragement for the armed forces and people allover our 
country 0 

We must strive to develop the fighting capacity of our armed forces and the various 
branches of the people1s army and make our fire nets against U.S. aircraft, warshipst 
and artillery units increasingly highly effective in order to destroy as many U.S. 
aircraft, warShips, and artillery units as possible and to protect the socialist 
north more satisfactorily. 
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We must invent more methods of fighting the U.S. air force. For more than two years, 
as of 14 September 1967 the 11.S. imperialists had suffered about 2,300 aircraft shot 
down over the north. This indicates the tragic bankruptcy of the 11. S. air force's 
tactics and proves that we have had creative and appropriate tactics developed by each 
of our forces and branches. 

Now faced with the 11.S. imperialists' neW plots and acts of sabotage, it is all the 
more necessary for us to devise more brave and resourceful tactics in order to 
constantly take the enemy by surprise and to cause him to sustain heavy defeats. We 
must also pay great attention to improving and developing methods of fighting the 
11.S. naval force and artillery units. With a steadfast militant determination, 
heroism, courage, and intelligence, we must do our best to develop the superiority of 
our eXisting weapons and be determined to invent highly effective tactics in order to 
punish the 11.S. naval force and artillery units appropriately. 

Along with positively fighting the enemy, we must better perform our air defense 
tasks. Ii; is necessary to continue consolidating our people's air defense system, to 
consolidate and develop our alert network against the enemy's aircraft and warship 
attacks 1 and to consolidate and build more shelters and c ommunicat ion trenches, 
especially in densely populated places like factories, hospitals, schools, and so forth. 
It is necessary to promptly commend and reward individuals, units, and localities for 
their achievements in people's air defense. At the same time, appropriate 
disciplinary measures must be taken against individuals, units, and localities for 
their negligence of air defense tasks, negligence which may cause avoidable damage 
and 103ses. 

On the communications and transportation front, our soldiers and people have made 
great efforts, have fought valiantly and heroically, and have scored outstanding 
achievements. In the days to come, we must make greater efforts in order to achieve 
more glorious victories on this front. No matter how fierce and ruthless enemy attacks 
may be, we must be resolved to insure smooth communication operations, to meet the 
demands of the frontline and the demands for combat and production, and to insure the 
people1s livelihood. 

While continuing their resistance against the U.S. imperialists' war of destruction, 
the northern armed forces and people have not stopped preparing to fight and defeat 
the enemy if he ventures to expand the local war to North Vietnam. We must continue 
malting more careful and urgent ideological and organizational preparations for 
vanquishing the U.S. ground force, as \'1e11 as any of the enemy's armed services, on 
whatever scale. We must closely combine our fighting against the war of destruction 
with those preparations in order to defeat the enemy under all other war circumstances. 

With regard to production, we must positively implement the policies and plans of the 
party and the state concerning the change of trends for building and developing the 
economy and continue building the material and technical base for socialism. We must 
do our ucmost and resolutely fulfill the state plan in order to meet the immediate 
demands of the anti-U.S. national salvation struggle, the demands for building 
socialism, and the demands of the people1s everyday life. 

We must step up agricultural and industrial production, attach importance to develop
ing local industries, and endeavor to increase the economiC potentials and national 
defense force of our people. During the past two years, under the correct leadership 
ot the party and the government and under the violent fighting conditions, 
North Vietnam's economy has indicated the superiority of socialism. 
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North Vietnam'. socialist agriculture is settling with good results such problems 
as food, irrigation, intensive cultivation designed to increase produotion, 
increases :in yearly crops, land clearing, and so forth~ Our new ... born industry has 
made very positive contributions to developing production, insuring the people'. 
livelihood, and serving national defense. 

On the basis of these achievements, our people can and w:i.I1. surely achieve 
socialist construction in North Vietnam more satisfactorily under the violent fighting 
conditions. The anti-U.S. national salvation struggle of our people in the entire 
country has entered a very urgent state. As a large rear ot the entire country, 
North Vietnam is resolved to mobilize all of her manpower and wealth to carry out 
the sl.ogan: "Everything for the frontline, everything for victory." 

The clearsighted leadership of the party and the government, the unbroken solidarity 
of the people, the determination to fight to win, the spirit at sacri:t'ioing every .. 
thing for the fatherland's independence and freedom, and the outstanding eftortf, of 
our people are'the most basic guarantees for our people to have sufficient strength 
to tight tenaoiously and protractedly to score greater achievements and advance 
toward the final victory. 

Our people's armed forces must be fully and deeply aware of the enemy's sohemes and 
their present revolutionary and military tasks, uphold the spirit of resolutely fight
ing to achieve victory, and increase their fighting capacity in order to become the 
truly invincible armed forces of the heroic Vietnamese people. "In the past, under 
the leadership of the party and PreSident Ho" our people's armed forces have upheld 
revolutionary heroism, developed their "determination to fight and winli tradition" 
incessantly heightened their fighting strength, fought in an extremely valiant and 
heroic manneri and won glorious victories on all battlefields. Never before were our 
people's armed forces' so strong as they are "now. Our peoplets armed -forces are a 
heroic community of a heroic peOPle." On all anti-U.S. battlefields, otticers and 
enlisted men and units of our people-I s armed forces have performed thousands of heroiC 
acts. On all anti-U.S. battlefields, our peoPle's armed forces have stook side by 
side with the people in raising high President Ho's banner of resolutely fighting to 
defeat the U.S., aggressors and have achieved glorious victories. 

As the shock force of our people in the present anti .. U .S. national salvation resistance 
war~ our peoplets armed forces are highly enthusiastic over their achievements and feats 
or arms in building their ranks and fighting the enemy. We must not be subjective and 
conceited and must endeavor to struggle without respite to improve our fighting quality, 
to develop our fighting force, and to make our peopl.~s armed forces, which have fought 
well, fight better and resolved to fight to vanquish the U.S. imperialist aggressors 
under all war circumstances. 

The present tasks of our people "s armed forces is to fight and at the same time build 
themselves into an invinoible steel-like force for completely defeating the U.S. 
aggressors. We know that to defeat the enemy, the armed forces must have a certain 
number of troops and at the same time be of high quality. Of these two aspects, 
special emphasis must be paid upon quality. To be of high quality, a company must be 
as strong as 10 ordinary companies. 

The military theory of Marxism-Leninism points out that the power of a revolutionary 
fore. must not be measured by the number of its troops alone. Quantity 1s necessary, 
but on the basis of a certa.in quantity, quality plays a decisive role. The problem 
of improving quality i6 a precious tradition and a great experience of our people's 
armed forces. From the guerrilla units of the pre-1945 general uprising period to the 
army units during the resistance against the French colonialist aggressors, our 
people's armed forces, thanks to their high fighting quality, have used small units 
to defeat larger enemy units and achib"ed victories everywhere. 
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The drives for training troops for achieving victories, for training officers 
and improving soldiers, and for political and military reeducation have helped 
our People's Armed Forces fulfill in an outstanding way all fighting tasks during 
the anti-French resistance. Dur.ing the past few years, the "three t'lrst ll drive 
and the campaign for building IIdeterminatlon to win!! units have made important 
contributions to making the People1s Armed Forces grow quickly and win glorious 
Victories. The burning lession of the southern army and people who are using 
a force of high quality to defeat an enemy who is superior numerically and who 
is equipped with stronger weapons 1s encouraging us to struggle continually and 
improve the quality of our Peoplets Armed Forces. 

In the struggle against the U.S. imperialists' war of destruction, we have 
clearly realized the important influence of the task of improving our fighting 
quality. The Nguyen Viet Xuan anti-aircraft artillery battalion, the sixth 
missile regiment, the first and second companies of the air force, the seventh 
detachment of the navy, many artillery units, many self-defense militia units, 
and so forth have fought very well: they are typical examples of units having 
high fighting quality. The anti-French resistance of our people in the past, in 
its entire process as well as in the development of various combats and campaigns, 
has brought forth brilliant examples of the great influence of troop quality. 

In the present anti ... U .S. national salvation resistance, we do not have as many troops 
and modern weapons as the U.S. imperialists and their lackeys; yet we have defeated 
the enemy. This proves the great influence of troop quality. After carefully 
studying the strategic and fighting efficiency of the armed forces in general as 
well as of each category of troops, each military service, and each unit in particular, 
we have clearly realized the great influence of troop quality. Therefore, the 
problem of improving troop quality and developing their fighting power is now a 
task of strategic significance having a decisive meaning for the task of achieving 
our people's great determination to completely defeat the U.S. aggressors. To 
strive to struggle and improve troop quality and to develop the fighting power of 
all three categories of troops will surely increase by many times the strategic 
and fighting efficiency of the People 1s Armed Forces, achieve great progress and 
a big leap forward and bring about great changes in the political and military 
situation of the resistance. 

The problem of improving the armed forces' quality must be raised in a comprehensive 
way, embracing all fields: pol.itical, military, logistic, ideological, organizational, 
and efficiency. We must implement this policy in all three categories of troops-
regulars, local troops, and self~defense militiamen--in all military services and 
branches, and in all military organs at all echelons with the aim of developing1the 
power of all the components of the People's Armed Forces in order to defeat the 
U.S'. aggressors in all war Circumstances. 

We must endeavor to further increase the regulars I fighting, making all regular 
units fight better and actually become the iron fists which will win every battle 
and continually and quickly and completely annihilate the enemy everywhere in our 
country. We must pay more attention to increasing the fighting power of local troops 
in order to make the local units from the mountainous region to the coastal areas become 
strong units having great fighting capacity in the localities and being able to fight 
well independently as well in cooperation with militiamen and regulars, fulfill all 
tasks in an outstanding way, annihilate the enemy forces, launch the guerrilla war, 
and protect the people. 
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We must pay great attention to increasing the fighting power and numerical strength 
of the self-defense militia, thus making the seH .. dei'ense militia become a strong, 
stable, and widespread armed force ready to fIght the enemy and fight him well with 
all weapons on hand or to be obtained, play the role of a shock force in production, 
and supply the looal and regular forces with good ottlcers and soldiers. 

We must pay sweater attention to increasing the quality of the armed forces l military 
organs and schools so that these organs can be of great help to military leaders and 
commanders, so that these schools can train and improve many officers of high quality, 
thus actively contributing to the fulfillment 01' the building and fighting task of the 
people's armed forces. We must endeavor to satisfy the following requirements: 

A--To heighten the politIcal and ideological levels of ofticers and men so that they 
can more deeply understand the sacred anti-U.S. national salvation duty, have a 
boiling revolutionary spirit, have a strong offensive spirit and a high fighting will, 
unite closely around the party Central Committee t the government D and P~esident Ho, 
thoroughly implement the policies and lines of the party and the instructions and 
orders ot higher echelons, fulfill all fighting. building, and other tasks, ahd have 
the determination to completely defeat the U.S. aggressors and win the greatest 
victories on the' battlefield under any war circumstances. 

B--To heighten t~eir technical and tactical levels, it is necessary to pursue the 
training of offieers and men so that they can maintain and cleverly use their weapons 
and equipment. and flexibly and effioiently apply the tactical principles and :fighting 
methods of the people's war. It is neceSsary to lay emphasis on thequal1ty 01' 
resoluteness, courage. resourcefulness, and creativeness in combat and study. We must 
also pay special attention to training units so that they can launoh military 
operations, station stroops, and fight continually on all battlefields under arduous 
and fierce conditions. 

Co-To rearrange and improve organizations and equipment in order to fit them to the 
combat requirements, to the characteristics .and duties of different units, to 
battlefield conditions, and to our capaCity, in order to make the various units 
become orderly, light, and strong organizationally and have great fighting power. It 
is necessary to streamline the organization, nrrange the forces rationally, and build 
for various orgahizations work habits and systems tobeappl1edin military operations 
and combat. 

D--To streamline party organizations and mass organizations; to streamline party 
committees and branches in order to make them strong and stable in all fields; to 
regularly develop the party; to improve party members so 1<hat they Mill, have a h1/!h 
political level and be able to mobilize the masses; to build .Leading methods 1'or 
various party echelons from top to bottom; to continuously heighten the leading role 
of the party under all circumstances; to continue streamlining the mass organizations 
so that these organizations can tulfill all their tasks and missions, fully develop 
the intelligence and capacity of all their members, and become a great force in each 
unit. 

E--To improve the troopst material life, heighten their technical level. and improve 
their stamina and endurance; to strictly enforce the systems of preserving ahd 
repairing weapons and military eqUipment; to rationally use spare weapons, ammunitions, 
and equipment; to strictly enforce the principle of taking weapons trom the enemy 
to equip ourselves; to satisfactorily organize the teeding of troops, their physical 
training, the improvement of their endurance and stamina, and the improvement of their 
health, thus insuring a high percentage of fighting men; to satisfactorily organize 
the treatment of wounded and sick troops so that they will be res.tored and returned 
to their units quickly. 
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F--To develop and increase the efficiency of cadres at all levels. The cadres have 
played a very important role in building the armed forces and in improving their 
fighting ability. Only when the cadres are good can units become good and fulfill 
their fighting task and other tasks. Therefore, it is necessary to strive to 
develop and increase the efficiency of cadres at all levels and to pay attention to 
heightening the troop unitsl leadership, command, and management level and the 
organizational level in order to fulfill all concrete tasks under difficult, 
complicated circumstances, especially under urgent, fierce fighting circumstances. 

We must have a very h:i..gh determination and many effective measures in order to -swiftly 
increase the efficiency of cadres at all levels. Only on this basiS can we satisfy 
the early maturity of the armed forces and the war development. At present, the 
movement to heighten the quality and to develop the fighting strength of the people's 
armed forces and to increase their determination to fight and defeat the U.S. 
aggressors is highly significant with regard to the fighting and building task of our 
people's armed forces, This movement requires all cadres and combatants to make 
strenuous efforts and to devote themselves to increasing the fighting strength of all 
units to a new higher degree. 

The leading and commanding cadres bear a very great responsibility. Cadres and party 
members must certainly take the lead in this important movement. All cadres at all 
levels must have a great determination. This is the determination to fight and 
completely defeat the U.S. aggressors. It is neoessary to see all the enemy's 
setbacks, difficulties, confusion, and deadlock, and, at the same time, it is necessary 
to see all the great successes and capabilities of our army and people, to make a 
detailed study of the enemy and ourselves, and to firmly grasp the laws of the 
resistance and the skilled military art of the people's war. Let all cadres at all 
levels enthus1'astlcally mOve forward, be more determined and valiant, and resolutely 
fight and deteat and know how to defeat the aggressors in order to make valuable 
contributions to the glorious task of our people and people's armed forces. 

On the vast frontline, the southern liberation armed forces are simultaneously 
fulfilling the fighting and building tasks and have incessantly increased their 
fighting strength. The resounding feats of arms, the swift maturity, the outstanding 
progress, and the abundant achievements of the heroic southern liberation armed 
forces are vigorously encouraging all cadres and combatants of our people1s armed 
forces. It is hoped that the herOic southern liberation armed forces will score 
great aohievements in fulfilling their fighting task as well as in fulfilling the 
task of increasing their fighting strength and will, together with all our people, 
move forward to completely def.eat the U.S. aggressors. 

In carrying out P.resident Ho's saored anti-U.S. national salvation appeal in order to 
completely defeat. the more than I million U.S., puppet, and satellite troops, our 
people's armed forces must have in mind and carry out his advice: be loyal to the 
party and the people, fulfill all tasks, overcome all difficulties, and defeat all 
aggressors. All our cadres and combatants must clearly understand their tasks, strive 
to struggle, swiftly increase the fighting strength of the people's armed fordes, and 
resolutely fulfill their glorious task as shock forces of all our people in the 
anti-U.S. national salvation struggle. 



The victories on the battlefields are encouraging us and tilling us with enthusiasm. 
All our people are awaiting from our peoplets armed forces new steps of progress and 
more resounding and greater feats of arms in the days ahead. The history of our 
people is the history of a, viotorious people. Tran Hung Dao, La Loi,. Nguyen Trai" 
and Quang Trung fiercely fought an enemy of greater strength and were gloriously 
victorious ~ 

Since the party and President Ho assumed leadership, our people have brought to 
success the August Revolution and the reSistance and successively defeated the 
Japanese fascists, the French imperialists, and the U.S. interventionists. In the 
past 10 years, our people have successively defeated a.ll the aggx-essive schemes of 
the U.S.1mperial1sts, their neocolonialist aggressive policy with their traditional 
tricks, and their special war with more than half a million puppet troops, and have 
defeated and are defeating their local war strategy with more than 1 million U.S •• 
puppets, and satellite troops in the south and have. at the same time, defeated and 
are defeating their war of destruction with air and naval forces in the north. 

It j,5 obvious that our Vietnamese people have sufticient determination and 
capabIlities and will certainly and completely defeat the U.S. invaders' war of 
aggression., In the fierce fight against the U.S. aggressors, the most cruel and 
barbarous 1mperi~list ringleaders in the present war, our Vietnamese people will 
certainly achieve complete victory, because our great national salvation resist-anee 
has been e1 owing' wi th just cause, has enj oyed correct political and military lines 
and theun1ty., stt'ent;th of our peopile'.,Who,'ll.ose '1,lP'. to, struggle ,has possessed a firm 
determination and skilled fighting methods, and has enjoyed. great assistance from the 
brotherly soc1al~st countries and strong sympathy and encouragement from progressive 
people in the wo~ld, including the U.S. people. 

The anti,·U .S. national salvation resistance of our people is the continuation and 
development of the August Revolutionary struggle and the anti-French resistance in 
the past~ This resistance must overcome a great many sacrifioes and hardships but 
will certainly score glorious successes. This is the great struggle, which has 
never been seen before in the country-building and country-protecting history of our 
people. This struggle is also of great international significance, because it 
contributes to protecting the socialist bloc and stepping up the movement to liberate 
the peoples and to protect peace ~nthe world. This struggle is a great contribution 
of our Vietnamese people to the common revolutionary struggle of the people in the 
world to oppose imperialism headed by the U.S. 1mperialists and to achieve peace, 
national independence. democracy# and socialism. 

Under President Hols "determination to defeat the U.S. aggressors l " nag, let all 
our army and people take advantage of victories to move forward. The Vietnamese 
people are determined to completely defeat more than a million U.S., puppet, 
and, satellite troops. The U.S. 1mperialists l neocolonialist war of aggression will 
certainly be defeated. The people'. war of the heroic Vietnamese people will 
certainly win complete victory! 


